WE MAKE OUR OWN HISTORY
before we can fulfill all our dreams. To
Fifty years ago, 200 autoworkers came
wage those battles, the UAW continues to
together in Detroit for a meeting that
re-forge strong ties with other groups in our
would change the course of American hiscommunities and across our land. Together
tory. Dreaming of justice on the job and
we can wage and win the fight for workoff, they embarked on a course of collective
place democracy, industrial growth, human
action. The first step, on August 26, 1935,
rights, an end to the arms race, fair trade,
was the chartering of the United Auto
and grassroots prosperity in the 1980s and
Workers union.
In the half-century since that event, the
beyond.
The words of our 50th anniversary song,
UAW and its friends on the democratic left
have pursued the goal of social justice
currently being heard in television messages
through hard times and good. Together, we
around the country, capture the spirit of the
have seized the dreams of those early piostruggles we share with the democratic left:
neers and turned many of them into realTogether,
ity. As we push into our second halfWe can do it if we only work
century, we salute Democratic Left,
together.
DSA, and all the other staunch
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil~ We can make our dream come
allies who have fought the good
true.
fight with us.
We can build for the.future of
Many battles remain, however,
America.

International Union, UAW

Owen Bl ber, President

CAN LABOR COME BACK?
by Michael Harrington

much-vaunted drop in the poverty percent age that leaves the rate higher than it was in
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n Labor Day 1985, the four._vear-old anti-union offensive
that began with the breaking
of the air traffic controllers
strike continues on its brutal
course. Two recent examples make the pomt.
Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel used the bankruptcy laws to attempt to tear up the contract
with the United Steel Workers (USWA) a
year early. Wheeling-Pittsburgh wanted to
cut wages m half, excluding fnnges, from $14
an hour to $7. and to rewrite aU of the work
rules. The court gave perrmss1on to the company to introduce an immediate 18 percent
rut m pay and benefits. The uruon then nghtly called the first steel strike rn 26 years and
began a battle that will shape labor patterns.
not simply m its own rndustry, but m much of
America for years to come
That was July. In August, AT&T announced the purge of 24, 000 employees from
AT&T Inforrnation Systems-30 percent of
them managerial. many of the remaining 70
percent members of the Communication
Workers of Amenca (CWA). The circumstances under which this mass firing was
announced were particularly outrageous. At
the very same time that AT&T Inforrnat1on
Systems told about the firings, it also revealed that it was increasing management
pensions by 8. 5 percent and that the Information Systems division had been makrng
money quite nicely even though the computer and equipment market in which it operates is in a tailspin.
Why should there be cruel, austerity
firings in a company that 1s making money?
After talking about lnforrnation Systems' upbeat perforrnance. its chairman, Robert E.
Allen. said. "It's somewhat awkward to be
saying that and announcmg layoffs at the same
time. But profitability is not at the levels our
shareholders deserve." There was, of
course. no mention of what "our" workers
might deserve from a profitable company.
These unconscionable developments are
part of a larger trend: a recovery based on
concessions exacted from uruons through the
menace <+f job destruction. military Keynesiamsm that threatens the planet. the reduction of food stamps and medicine for the
working poor, and handsome tax subsidies
for the rich. Although these reactionary measures did allow Reagan to stumble mto an
economic advance. they were accomparued
by a 7.3 percent unemployment rate and a

There 1s no point in recitmg more of the
miserable details. I want to focus, rather. on
some of the larger themes that the uruons
must take up if next Labor Day is not to be
even bleaker.
I proceed in this way in part because I
am optimistic even after what r have just
written. The Reagan recovery, which is built
on sand, will come tumbling down sooner or
later. perhaps sooner than many people
think. When it does. the unions and the other
progressive movements will find that the
Great Communicator's magic spell has been
broken, just as it was during the depths of the
1982 recession. If labor has something to
say. there will be an audience.
But what should labor say? Without a
pretense of being exhaustive. let me suggest
three ideas and a tactic to go with them.

P articipation
Historically, American unions have been
hostile to the notion of taking a share of
management. generally for good reasons.
Our job. labor said, is to organize the workers on an adversarial basis to get the best
wages, hours, and fnnges possible. If. the
argument continued. we begin to take responsibility for management decisions with-
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out real managerial power. we will be coopted. In this context. most corporate
schemes for cooperation, commurucation and
"work enrichment" were regarded as manipulative scams. And rightly so.
However, a minority view, particularly
in the UAW. held that. withtn the context of
union economic power, some forms of participation could result in real ~ains. And. with
the proper qualifications, that 1s true too.
However, life has now posed a new, if related. problem: how. when workers strive
desperately to avoid shutdowns and bankruptcies that would end their Jobs, can buyouts and stockholder participation be made
an instrument of genuine labor advances?
(See Jack Clark's article in this issue for a
more detailed discussion of the issue.)
The recent evidence is not very encouragmg. Many managements have used the
Employee Stock Ownership Plans (ESOPs),
which were conceived as a specifically capitalist forrn of nonpart1opatory, individualistic
worker cwnership by investment banker
Louis Kelso and shepherded in congress by
Russell Long. Comparues with ESOPs may
borrow tax-sheltered funds and need not
grant any voting rights to the workers. Indeed, the wheeling and dealing has been so
flagrant that government bureaucrats recently slapped some corporate wrists for being too obvious in playing this game.

The reductio ad absurdum of this trend
occurred during the South Bend Lathe Company strike when workers picketed "their"
company, in which they had practically no say
whatsoever.
But there are also some cases in which
workers actually won a measure of power.
The agreement between Eastern Air Lines
and three unions (the Machinists, Pilots and
Flight Attendants) gave a substantial minority stockholder position on the board of directors to the unions. To be sure, management then turned around and tried to use this
relationship to rob the workers blind. The
unions, however, had enough power to beat
back that move and the arrangement continues.
More recently, the unions of 1WA helped
block a takeover of that airline by antiunion
Texas Air and concluded an agreement that
gave control to corporate raider Carl C. Icahn.
Keeping in mind the Eastern precedent and
the fact that khan is better known as a
greenmailer than a prolabor manager, one
has to be cautious. But the example shows
that, in this era of rampant corporate restructuring, unions need not be passive spectators.
Then there is the case of the O&O supermarket buy-out in Philadelphia (which was
vigorously supported by the DSA chapter in
that city). One of the factors that contributed
to the success of this move is the existence
of the Philadelphia Association for Coopera-
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tive Enterprise which, Robert Kuttner noted
in an excellent New Republic piece (June 17,
1985), gave the new worker-owners some
desperately needed expertise. Not so incidentally, O&O has become more productive
than A&P.

good, in and of itself. and \\iddy recognized
as such.
It also might increase the work available. but that is a little more problematic.
Right now, the 40-hour week is an all but
unenforced law. which is why sweatshops

''Above all, there is no way out of this crisis without an
increase in government planned and stimulated employment. "

Should not labor take the notion of worker ownership and/or participation as a major
theme? On the most practical level it is imperative to rewrite the law to clearly outlaw
the sham, manipulative ESOPs so popular in
management circles. More broadly, the unions should centralize their expertise so that
locals don't have to get advice on how to take
corporate power from corporate outsiders
such as Lazard Freres, which helped engineer the Weirton Steel buy-out.
But finally, if one understands that union
organizing requires a sense of vision, raisfug
the question of ownership in its broader implications makes sense. This has been particularly successful in the low-wage sectors.
The farmworkers and hospital workers,
where they have succeeded, have done so as
movements and not simply as economistic
organizations.
I hasten to add that this idea is not
simply a socialist one. Indeed, there is a
historic tendency in the American labor
movement, often rooted in Catholic social
thought- and exemplified by Philip Murray
and the CIO-which long talked of worker
participation in this sense. The draft pastoral
on the economy of the American Catholic
bishops has raised this theme once again and
the Swedish socialists, with their wage earner funds, have supplied one model of a practical program.

Quality of Work
A second theme is the reshaping of the
working life of America. The American Federation of Labor raised the radical slogan of a
40-hour week in 1886 and the demonstrations for it created May Day in the process.
This fall, on the eve of the one hundredth
anniversary of the Haymarket Massacre that
gave rise to that event, and 48 years after the
New Deal adopted the 40-hour week, the
AFL-CIO will hold its yearly convention.
Could it not raise the concept of a 35- or
30-hour week for all Americans, union and
nonunion? That would certainly increase the
quality of life of the American people. It is a
DEMOCRATIC LEFT
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can shameles sly exploit undocumented labor. Indeed. in rais ing this entire issue the
unions should make strict enforcement of the
hours law a progressive way of defending
those undocumented workers. sending bosses
to jail rather than workers to Immigration.
Moreover. right now one of the major
trends in the economy is the increase in parttime work (between 1973 and 1982, it went
from 3. 1 percent of total employment to 6.5
percent). That is usually non and antiunion
work, without fnnge be nefits or other guarantees and it is found in high-tech production
work as well as small shops. This kind of
inferior employme nt can reduce the average
working week in a most reactionary way.
Therefore, labor has to advocate. not simply
a new law, but an enforcement procedure
that will stop management from playing its
usual games.
The demand is for 35 or 30 hours work
at 40 hours pay. But if that were achieved
solely through collective bargaining, it would
raise corporate costs enormously and unquestionably destroy jobs in the process.
That is why this goal has to be accomplished
through higher wages and government
transfers and tax cuts for working people.
Jndeed, the whole idea should be presented
as a nineteen eighties, employment-generating revision of the traditional Keynesianism
of the sixties. It should be pointed out that
such a move would be in the interest of the
entire American economy and not just of the
workers who are the immediate beneficiaries.

Employment
Above all, there is no way out of this
crisis without an increase in government
planned and stimulated employment.
This can take two form~. Corporations.
which are going to be around for the foreseeable future. could be given major tax subsidies if, but only if. they create new jobs in
areas of high unemployment. All those other
subsidies. which have been used to finance
the "paper t ntrepreneurship" of mergers
and greenmail and takeovers, should be abol-

ished, making a major reduction in federal tax
expenditures. But there must also be new
departures in the public sector, above all m
repairing the decaying infrastructure of
American society.
· The Reagan illusion that "market forces"
will miraculously resolve the greatest structural crisis of the economy in a century is
nonsense. [t was, the President said, "free
enterprise" which in 1984 reduced poverty
to 1966 levels. f'ree enterprise and two hundred billion dollars in militaristic, reactionary
government stimulus. But beyond that obvious point. the unions must defend democratic planning because there is no progressive
alternative to social investment. And they
should make it dear that what they are raising is the idea that basic production, investment, and plant closing decisions have to
take place with democratJc public participation. Here, again, the draft pastoral letter of
the American Catholic bishops has staked
out an excellent position.

What Next?
How should unions act on these themes
in Ronald Reagan's America?
The AFL-CIO gave an excellent answer
to that question four years ago. but never
followed up on it. At Solidarity Day. September 1981, the unions mobilized an incredible
turnout of the rank and file arnl minority
activists, feminists, peace advocates, liberals. and socialists. Labor, m s hort. placed
itself at the center of a movement seeking to
wm social gains for all Arnencans. If there
was any one weakness on that day it was that
the indictments of Reagan were much more
specific than the alternatives to hun. The
unions- and the broad mamstrean1 left
were clearly suffering from the collapse of
the New Deal Keynesianism that had provided them with an ideology for half a century
What we need in 1986, in the streets
and at the ballot box. is a Solidarity Mobilization around a program that can appeal both to
workers and the general public
•
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ZIP

A SPECIAL REPORT

Labor's Pains, Progress, Prognosis
by Stanley Aronowitz

A

fter nearly 100 years of the
modem U.S. labor movement, the outlook has never
seemed more grim. Although
it is nearly a decade since
employers insisted that labor must make
economic concessions to keep American
business more internationally competitive in
a time of recession. the worst days passed
and concessions continued. Contrary to AFLCIO Research Director Rudy Oswald's confident 1983 prediction that good times would
result in resumed progress for America's
workers, the economic upswing of the past
three years has not thwarted the intensified
employer effort to roll back union gains.
Hardworking union officials have been reduced to firefighters, at best, and, in industnal plants, to funeral directors. Nor has the
attack been confined to hard-pressed manufacturing plants. The recently concluded
New York hotel and national airline pilots'
strikes showed that leading corporations in
the service sector have got the news that
now is the time to bring labor to its knees.
Fortunately, in these instances, the efforts
failed. but not before the pilots' union, in a
strugRle for survival, felt obliged to surrender some sacred principles of trade unionism. among them the refusal to admit a twotier wage system among employees perfonning the same Job.
Added to this, the Auto Workers are
preparing to make an agreement with General Motors which, among other things, reduces workers' pay in the company's Saturn
project to 80 percent of that which is provided in the industry-wide contract and
would also restore the hated incentive pay
system. At the same time, when public education has become a popular political topic.
the president of the American Federation of
Teachers has decided to make a concession.
After years of opposition to the idea of merit
pay and a national teachers' exam to prove
their competency. Al Shanker has declared
in favor of such proposals. which would introduce a two-tier system even in those school
districts under union contract.

These are not the "new ideas" that labor needs. So much for the bad news. The
good news is that the AFL-CIO recognizes
the crisis of American labor and has produced
two documents outlining some new approaches to problems of workers and their
unions.
The first, published in the fall of 1983
with little fanfare, was The Future of Work.
This pamphlet graphically states the key
problems posed by automation and technological change to such concepts as full employment, job security and other traditional
programs of organized labor. The evidence
points to a serious erosion of jobs even if
overall economic growth shows strides. The
simple fact is that employment and growth
are no longer directly related. In consequence the Federation reiterates its traditional call for government as employer oflast
resort and, for the most part, does not take
up another of labor's traditional demands: the
shorter work week and work day. Undoubtedly, this silence is a product of the hard
political times we are in; yet, the renewal of
the old welfare state program has less of a
ring of truth than the old slogan of the 30hour week first introduced by radicals in the
depth of the Great Depression. Nevertheless. this is an important document. Labor
and the left simply must take their heads out
of the sand: the technical transformation of
the American workplace is, by now, an irreversible trend If the unions will not call for
genuine workplace democracy. especially
concerning technology decisions (except for
the Machinists, AFSCME and a few others),
surely the rank and file and secondary leadership should pay heed to this vital statement
on the consequences of computers and other
automatic technologies.
The second publication, The Changing
Situation of Worke1:s and 1"heir Unicns
(Feb. 1985), is prograrnmatically better. This
first public self-examination by the AFL-CIO
deserves the support of all progressives, both
in and out of the labor movement. In many
ways it opens up a discussion that is long
overdue. First, it raises the question of organizing in a new way. Not only does it call for
organizing among new constituencies, particDEMOCRATIC LEFT
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ularly professional and technical employees,
but it also recognizes that unionism has been
too closely tied to contracts, that unions must
once more become social as well as economic
organizations and meet the needs of members
both at the workplace and in their neighborhoods. In a controversial section. The Changing Situa!Wn of Worke1:s and Their Unions
argues for the old principle that a worker can
join and maintain membership in a union without the benefit of a contract, but may receive
a wide variety of services instead. The document treads the thin line between seeing
unions as a movement and introducing openly what has become commonplace in the labor movement: the analogy of unions to insurance companies.
Second, the AFL-CIO seems to have
shed its passion for insularity. The report
calls for a new era of public education about
the labor movement, including union efforts
to utilize the mass media for this purpose.
This is not merely a new public relations
campaign, but seems to indicate recognition
by labor's leaders that negative "images" of
labor are connected to the tendency of unions since the Second World War to narrow
their interests and ignore the public interest.
While the AFL and CIO as legislative and
political organizations were not guilty of this,
it is certainly true that the everyday life of
union locals was built around contract enforcement. In effect, unions had become insurance agents. The Changing Situation
breaks with this tradition and recognizes that
the fortunes of the labor movement are intimately connected to public perceptions. For,
among the members of that "public" are present and future union members.
Although the report pays some attention to important new constituencies, others
are left out. For example, almost no attention is given to the vital.task of organizing
among the working poor, the majority of
whom are minorities, urunigrants, women
and youth, some of the most exploited participants in the work force. By focusing almost
exclusively on professionals and technical
people, the report gives the impression of
trying to upscale union membership in social

tem1s. Now, the fact is that the most dynamic groups in the AFL-CIO are unions that
organize among minorities and women, es·
pecially public and service employees unions. The old base of labor is chan¢ng rapidly
and memhership has been growing among
these divergent constituents: professionals,
especially doctors, lawyers, teachers and social service employees and the low-paid retail, clerical and administrative employees.
Given most emiJ(oyment projections, the
growth sectors will be predominantly among
the low-paid service employees and these.
not professionals, are people who have felt,
rightly or v.Tongly, excluded from the house
of labor in the past. By not emphasizing the
importance of recruiting the excluded, the
report sends the wrong signal. Unions are
not exclusively for the skilled, the educated,
the white and the male.

No Political Strategy
Moreover, the report fails to deal with
the reasons for the reversing political for·
tunes of labor and its friends. This omission
is unfortunate especially becau!'.e the AFLCIO charted an entirely new strategic course
in the 1984 election. It abandoned labor's
traditional "wait and see" stance towards
Democratic presidential nominees by supporting Walter Mondale both in the primaries,
where labor's financial and organizational assistance was vital for his nomination, and in
the general election where Mondale was unable to overcome Ronald Reagan's wide base
of ~upport and lost. Since the election, labor
has not matched its new candor in the organizational arena with some political self-revelation. It has refused to publicly disclose the
basis of its strategy. Will the AFL-CIO depart from its reliance on the liberal wing of
the Democratic party, currently in tatters,
and forge its own coalition policy? What is
labor's ideological stance likely to be in the
wake of increasingly powerful bids by neoliberals such as Gary Hart and Richard Gephardt? Whether and under what circumstances would labor field its own candidates if
the Democratic leadership refuses to accept
them? In short, having taken a giant step
forward in fact, the AFL-CIO has been hesitant to draw the implications of its new position.
•
One of the key elements of a serious
political evaluation should be analysis of the
results of the 1984 election, particularly the
votes cast by union members. Although the
AFL-CIO reported that a majority of unionists voted for Mondale, the romposition of
that vole remmns unexplored. If 95 percent
of hlark and 75 percent of Hispanic voters
cast thel.I' ballots for Mondale/Ferraro and

"Who said feed'em a few scraps and they'll leave you alone?"
minorities constitute an increasing percen·
tage of union membership even as white,
male membership declines, then the statistic
of labor's 60 percent support for the Demo·
crats may conceal more than it reveals. It is
likely that a majority of male, white union
members voted for Reagan and that white
women unionists were evenly divided be·
tween the two candidates.
If these figures are correct, labor has a
big problem. The signs of disaffection among
its own members may be indicative of the
tendency of Americans to support Reagan.
America is a racially divided society, and
union members are not exempt from this
trend. Race has become a code for class. sex
and social issues of all kinds such as crime,
abortion, education. The New Deal's social
program for substantial state intervention in
the economy remains powerful among minorities and many women, and a substantial
segment of the aged. But in the absence of a
powerful public debate about the relation of
race, sex and class, conservatives have captured the hearts and minds of a significant
portion of the working class and have combined racism with patriotism to forge a new
political hegemony. About these questions
which cut to the heart of labor's pains. the
AFL-CIO report is completely mute. And,
until the labor movement is prepared to open·
Ly confront these issues, it will rontinue to
suffer the effects of a worsening ideological
and political environment. TI.at the AFL-CIO
has failed to depart, to any significant extent,
from the general drift of U.S. international
DEMOCRATIC LEFT
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economic and political strategy since the t•nd
of the Second World War, was both the con·
dition of its earlier success, in the late 1940s
and '50s, and its later decline. For the labor
movement's capacity for revival depends on
its ability and will towards independence and
opposition. Racism is at the heart of the new
conventional wisdom and a bellicose, flag·
waving patriotism is the basis of the new
conservativism.
In this connection. 1t would be important
to show how America is rapidly becoming a
two-tiered society with blacks and other mi·
norities and women on the bottom and an
ever-narrowing group of whites on top. This
is the kind of society that needs a two-tiered
wage system-America's contribution to
the revival of caste as a factor in social and
economic life. Unions would have to resolutely oppose the imposition of such systems, and take sharp issue with those within
its own ranks who sanction them. The federated structure of the AFL-CIO militates
against such policymaking, yet there are prec·
edents. George Meany called for and executed the e¥J)ulsion of the Teamsters and
criticized others because of evtdcnre of cor·
ruption within their ranks. Howl'vcr, beyond
corruption the Federation seems left with
pieties when it comes to the hard, day-to-day
issues of union policies such as those which
have been adopted to accommodate to employers. It is one thing to fight and lose the
. battle against caste: it's quite another to he lp
construct a caste within the working class.
Criticism aside, there are mounting

signs that in these years of decline and regroupment, labor's leadership is trying to
confront the serious crisis that afflicts the
unions. Taking a historical glance, this was
hardly the case in the 1920s and early '30s
when William Green, Samuel Gompers' sue~
cessor as AFL president, stubbornly insisted
on the viability of the craft union traditions
t~at were virtually extinct by the mid-thirties. Thanks to the pragmatic vision of many
national unions and locals, the AFL abandoned its refusal of industrial unionism and
followed the CIO into a period of phenomenal
growth unmatched in labor's history. But
there were never open acknowledgments of
the dire situation. Labor has always, until recently, blamed the economy. reactionary antilabor politicians or the divisiveness of the left
for its ill fortune. Finally we have a leadership
prepared to come part of the way towards
looking at itself for some of the answers.
The fact is that labor is still unprepared
f?r the hard times ahead. There is no question of returning to the worst days of the
open shop. But unless a new labor movem~~t eme~ges, equipped with a passion,
spmt and will to fight capital rather than capitulate to it, we could return to the days of the

''Labor has always blamed
the economy, reactionary antilabor politicians or the
4ivisiveness ofthe left for its
tll fortune. Finally we have a
leadership prepared to come
part ofthe way toward
looking at itselffor some of
the answers. "

Empty Spaces in
Un ion Proposals
by fan Breidenbach
ince it is customary to observe
anniversaries, it seems significant that an important pronouncement from the American labor
movement has been published 50
years after passage of the Wagner Act, the
law that had so much influence on the type of
labor organizations that now exist in the
U~te~ States. The report, The Changing
Situatwn of Workers and Their Uni.ans is
noteworthy both for what it says and doe~n't
say. It made national news for a few of its
m~re unusual recommendations regarding
uruon membership and individual worker negotiations above collective minimums, as
well as its admission that the labor move~ent' s public image is not good, even among
its own members. The real importance of the
report, however, is whether or not it will
mark a historical watershed in American labor history.

S

1920s when labor held on to the scraps of
organization that remained after the open
shop offensive and waited with bated breath
for better times. They finally came in the
rhetoric of a new corporativism led by Franklin Roosevelt. But, labor's fortunes were not
really reversed until tens of thousands of
truck drivers, longshoremen, autoworkers.
rubber, textile and garment workers took
matters into their own hands, before the
New Deal and the Wagner Act.
Lane Kirkland, AFL-CIO president,
has, with some irony, called for the repeal of
the National Labor Relations Act because it
has become an employer tool against unions.
Perhaps this is the time to give our full support for this measure as the first blow in the
e
birth of a new, self-reliant AFL-CIO.

The report acknowledges that the problems of the union movement are a result of its
moving more slowly than the rest of the
country: " ... [U]nions find themselves behind the pace of change. During the 1960s
and 1970s, the American workforce grew in
an unprecedented way... whereas the labor
movement's membership remained static as
gains made in organizing were offset due to
job losses in basic industries. " Three changes
in the workforce are presented: the contraction of the industrial workforce compared to
the expansion of the service sector; the
movement of industry to the sunbelt; and the
changing patterns of fulltime to part-time
work and two wage earners per family. But
though other sections of the report also mention employer resistance to unionization and
pay equity, these issues are not connected
with the above mentioned changes, or
named in blunt terms: unionbusting through
runaway shops and the feminization of the
workforce. A full discussion of these issues
would require that economic policy, racism
and sexism be mentioned.

Stanky Aronowitz. at4lhor of Working Class
Hero, is the chair ofthe New York local.

The report's recommendations relate
only to organizing and internal structure.
These are fine and long overdue. They deal
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with experiments in approaching workers, in
finding issues of concern to workers, establishing new categories of membership to
maintain contact with workers who've left
unionized places, proposed methods of increasing participation of members in their
unions, using public relations to improve labor's image, training and improving the skills
of organizers and rank-and-file leaders, facilitating union mergers and better coordination
between unions. These recommendations
are useful and in fact have been in place for
some time in some progressive unions, with
good records of success. However, there
are empty spaces where one looks for recommendations and finds none.
There is one mention of pay equity as a
concern of women, but no recommendation
for coalition work to build political bridges on
this vital issue. There is no recommendation
to deal with deindustrialization and retraining
of workers. H a unionized worker is laid off
from a shut-down plant and gets a job washing cars or waitressing, simply allowing that
member to retain his/her membership (if
they can afford even reduced dues) is not
enough to make that worker think the union
will be able to organize the new workplace
sufficiently to replace the lost wages and
benefits. There is no recommendation regarding economic policy, the military budget
as it relates to jobs or the uses of pension
funds as a tool.
Most glaringly, there is no recommendation for political action. It is true that the
basis of the labor movement must always be
organizing, but disparate nwnbers of unconnected workers will not make up for a program of political action. Some leaders are
aware of this; a few even call for a labor party
to advance labor's interests. But a labor party is not on the immediate agenda and the
labor movement cannot pull itself out of its
present crisis without an overall political
strategy that includes more than endorsements for the Democratic party nominee in
presidential elections and campaign contributions funded by COPE donations to candidates who may or may not listen to labor
after the election. Increased campaign sophistication, important as it is, will not tum
around the political problems of ilie unions

and does not constitute a strategy.

Bad Image
The report recogmz<'s that public perception of labor unions is not favorable. Ironi
cally, even union members who are not only
better paid than their nonunion counterparts.
but also better educated and more "middleclass, " themselves tend to think of unions in
contradictory terms-as protectors of better working conditions for all al the same
time as inhibitors of individual initiative
through antidemocratic top-down decisionmaking.
The fact is, unions are contradictory.
Undemocratic. conservative organizations,
fighters for social justice and improved living
conditions for all, they have been shaped in
the last 50 years within the context of a
federal labor policy as articulated by the Wagner Act. The failure of this labor law, although stated as a problem in the report, is
not given the importance it deserves, since Ja.
bor law itself, at its best, has limited the unions to roles in which they now feel constrained
The Wagner Act (and subsequent amendments), which established the National Labor
Relations Board, was passed to institutionalize and protect collective bargaining as the
bedrock of a national labor policy. Actually, it
reflected "free market" opposition to a fed·
erally-implemented labor policy which would
establish and protect wages, hours and
working conditions through legislation. (Only
a few national laws exist regarding labor policy, these being the Fair Labor Standards
Act, Occupational Safety and Health Act and
the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act, involving minimum wages, health and
safety and pension regulation respectively.
Other national laws, such as Taft-Hartley
and Landrum-Griffith, were intended more
to keep unions in line than to further government protection of workers' rights.) A report
by the Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations in the House of Representatives
reported testimony given in October 1984:

assigned task. However, with only 20 ix-rcent of the workforct' currently engaged in
this form of "industrial democracy," lhe rest
have been left to the ravages of "socially
destructive wages and working conditions."
Under the Reagan administration, this "free
market" of collective bargaining is being
stripped of even its minimal protection, "de·
regulated" as it were, through the employer
bias of the NLRB, leaving workers with only
themselves and their unions to face capital.
The labor movement has become what
the Wagner Act envisioned: S('parate organizations that respond and make demands on
an individual employer (or, in a few advanced
cases, groups of employers in one industry)
every few years when a contract expires and
a new one must be negotiated. In this unions
have been quite successful, improving not
only the lives of their members, but creating
wage and benefit levels as a standard for the
rest of the workforce. Success eludes them
now, as the recession and the systemic crisis
have sent them reeling. The free market is
no longer free. The price to labor of continuing under old assumptions could be the loss
of its institutions. The House subcommittee
report quoted above concludes that the situation has become restrictive in "a manner
that makes it increasingly difficult for workers to address their employment·rdated
needs through collective bargaining."
A new political strategy will not come
overnight. Collective bargaining will not disappear, no matter what happens with the
NLRB. Labor law is not going to be re·
vamped in favor of a ft•deral labor policy that
allows collective bargaining to take up local
issues of concern because the larger issues
of wages, hours, retirement, etc. have been
effectively legislated. These changes will not
come tomorrow, but watersheds are those
places where the seemingly inexorable

Collective bargaining was preferred because it served two basic purposes. First,
by providing more equal bargaining power, it reduced the need for government
regulation to protect employees from socially destructive wages and working conditions. Free collective bargaining was
the free market alternative to governmental control of the labor market. Second, collective bargaining provided a
measure of industrial democracy by giving employees a voice in decisions which
affected their working lives.
Considering how "free market" vagaries can and will destroy workers, unions
have been tremendously successful at their
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course of events changl s.
Thus, while the bro.1d picture may be
gloomy for labor, t•xcitmJ.'( things arc happen·
ing. In spilt' of frustrations, the labor movement is a place of great activity, much of it
inspired and led b;- :;ociahsts on all levels.
This activity, inducting innovative organizing,
local coalitions that really work, drafting of
legislation and econom1c programs (instead
of responses to oth<'rs' programs), corporate campaigns that tum labor law on its
head, is accelerating tht' pace of change.
Even though anticommunism remains strong
in the halls of the AFl.-CIO, there is an
openness to ldt ideas. Socialists are welcome in many unions both ()('cause they bring
fresh ideas and are good organizers. DSAers
and other socialists have a particular role to
play. We must be foremost in the :;truggle to
help our unions survive the attacks on them
(for destruction of unions will not be a step
forward, no matter how moribund some have
become). At thl• same time, we must argue
for an explicit political prow-am that recog·
nizes the limits of present collective bargaining, that goes beyond shoring up the NLRB
into concerted political action, into legislation
that restricts employers' ability to defeat un·
ions, run away, pay unequal wa~ws (on local,
state and national levels). We must propose
building coalitions with other unions and with
other movements on social issues and always
insist that it is possible tn have a different
kind of society.
· The sleeping giant of the AFL-CIO has
awakened to recognize it is being eaten alive.
Its many heterogcnous parts, the unions, are
fighting back. Its report on its present situation is the first step in pulling together the
•
troops for the battle.

fan Breidenbach is a unum artivist and mem·
ber of tM DSA Na/Um.al EX4Y1divt Commiltre.

NEED NEW OFFICE PLANS

by Barbara Baran

W

hen Harry Braverman
claimed in 1974 that the
inexorable forward march
of scientific management
would transform offices
into factories, the left drew some consolation
from his depressing prediction. If blue-collar
proletarianization could pave the way for the
organizing drives of the CIO, then the industrialization of white-collar work could
drive millions of unorgaruzed female clerks
into the arms of the labor movement.
Our hopes for an upsurge of union activity among women mllY have been well founded, but our analysis certainly was not. Partly
because of Braverman's influence on our
thinking, our images of the impact of automation on the labor force remain stuck in the
smokestack era. Ths seems particularly
true for our picture of clerical labor. Women's work, we frequently insist is bein.1?
"degraded and deskilled" Just as men's work
was at the tum of the century.

This analysis blinds us to the dramatic
changes in white-collar work and to their
ramifications for the female workforce. As
long as we accept this analysis, our organizing strategies will also remain stuck in the
smokestack era. In this bnef article I want to
sketch an alternative picture of how automation affects women workers in high volume
paper-processing industries such as the insurance industry and offer some thoughts of
how such changes may affect organizing possibilities.
If any industry is the site of Braverman's prototypical white-collar factories, it is
insurance. However, it was the pre-automated labor processes in this industry that
most closely resembled an industrial assembly line. Workers sat in huge open offices,
grouped by function into sections of underwriters, raters, typists, and so on. The paper flowed manually from one section to another as each worker completed his or her
portion of the production task. In line with
established pnnetples of scientific management. over the last few decades work was
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increasingly fragmented and simpler functions turned over to cheaper labor.
Because of the technical reqwrements
of the early mainframe computers and the
tendency to automate in confomlity with a
rationalized bureaucratic structure. the early
applications of data processing and text processing equipment tended to intensify task
fragmentation and routinization. Keyboarding was separated more sharply from other
clerical functions and was often physically
i~olated from the rest of the firm. in "electronic sweatshops." Work within the data
processing and word processing centers was
machine-linked, machine-paced, and often
machine-monitored as well. Today, however. these processing c;enters are closing as
fast as auto plants. although with much less
fanfare, for with the new integrated, on-line
computer systems, the white-collar assembly lines can be put Within the machines
themselves!
The ideal operative on Henry Ford's
assembly line turned one bolt. The ideal production worker in the "insurance company of

thl' future"-with the aid of a ooplusl.ic'.ated,
computerized work station-rates, underwrites. and issues all new policies for some
subset of the company's customers; handles
the updates and renewals on those policies;
and. as a byproduct. enters the information
necessary for the automatic generation of
managerial reports. actuarial decisions, and
other information.
An executive.. of the Xerox Corporation
describes the prototypical office worker of
!ht• future as an "infonnation middleman"
(really "middlewoman"). Using an individualized computer work station. this person
would be able to represent in miniature all
the services provided by a company to its
customers. In this sense, the information
midd!L•man is the antithesis of Ford's "detail
worker. "
The trend in this direction 1s already
visihlt• in large insurance companies. First, in
many cases. the traditional hierarchical and
functionally stratified company 1s bemg reorg;mizcd into more flexible, multilevel
teams of professionals and clericals. Second,
tht• range of tasks performed by an individual
worker is being expanded electronically.
Specifically, new kinds of computer-linked
skilled clerical (or paraprofessional) jobs are
being designed that combine tasks formerly
performed by data entry clerks, other clericals, and professionals. Finally, "mental" and
"manual" labor are (slowly) being reintegrated as data entry functions are slippet:I
unobtrusively into the activity of professional
workers.
For clericals, this new organization of
work is a mixed blessing. On the one hand,
skill le\'els seem to be rising. Because computers can assume menial tasks most easily,
much low-skill clerical work is being eliminated. At the same time, the decision parameters involved in professional work are
being embedded in computer software, thus
allowing skilled clericals to assume routine
profossional functions. Although closely circumscribed in their decisionmaking, these
clerks are a long way from the typing pool.
Judgment calls do have to be made, and often
thes<' clerks are required to interact directly
v. th agents or customers, a level of responsibility fonnerly reserved for professionals.
Most important, these workers (limited by
the rules built into the machines) are almost
solt•ly responsible for the soundness and (especially) accuracy of the millions of routine
risks their companies write and claims they
settle.
On the other hand, despite rising skill
requirements, opportunities for occupational
mnbilit y !-leem to be declining. As routine
proft·ssional functions are automated, lower

level professional and techmcal 1obs-whidi
have provided clericals with whatever limited
access they now have to the upper reaches of
the occupational ladder-are also being eliminated. In the words of one personnel manager, there may increasingly be a "quantum
leap" between the new computer-linked
clerical positions and the remainmg highly
skilled professional and techmcal positions.
ln the past the barrier to mobility between clerical and professional work was primarily sex discrimination. Men were underwriters; women were raters. Theoretically a
rater could be prepared by her job and onthe-job training for an underwriting position,
although in the early years this rarely happened because of the gender-identification of
job categories. The affirmative action victories of the last decade created new opportunities for women to move up. Now, if "bridge
jobs" are eliminated, a new kind of structural
barrier to mobility may be created just as the
older sexual barrier is being eroded.
This does not mean that the occupational hierarchy will be as gender segregated
as in the past. In the last ten to fifteen years,
women in the insurance industry have been
moving into managerial, professional, and
technical occupations in record numbers and
should continue to do so. What this does
mean, however, is that the impact of automation on the female workforce will vary
widely by class and race. For minority women and less educated working-class women
in general, the threat of redundancy is particularly serious.
Minority women, excluded for years
from office employment, have filled the bottom of the clerical hierarchy, in precisely the
jobs that are now being automated. In addition, many of the routine clerical jobs that do
remain-and the more skilled clerical jobs
being created-are moving out of the central
cities to white suburbs and small towns.

offt•r companies a partial solution to this dilemma. Because of household and childcare
responsibilities. such women are less career
oriented and therefore more willing to accept
jobs with limited occupational mobility: they
may trade higher wages for flexible or shorter hours. These women also. according to
clerical organizers, are considerably less
likely to be responsive to union m1tiatives
than their urban counterparts, many of whom
are the sole support of families. For all these
reasons. in the last few years there has been
a significant suburbani.zation of automated office activities which directly threatens minority clerical employment.
For women at the bottom of the clerical
hierarchy then, the danger is not deskilling
but redundancy. For skilled clerks. there will
be jobs but no career opportunities. Only in
the case of college-educated women are
there likely to be both. In this sense. the
female occupational structure may be bifurcating, lessening the egalitarianism of such
femimst strategies as affirmative action.

Organizing Prospects
How are these trends apt to affect our
chances of organizing in sectors such as this?
The bad news is. first. that greater locational
mobility clearly makes organizing more difficult. Entire plants can shut down and move
when threatened by union drives, as in the
case of Blue Cross/Blue Shield in Northern
California. Companies are consciously settling in fairly inhospitable locations. Second.
the new team arrangements may make it
hard for clerical workers to develop a sense
of solidarity with one another and may encourage identification with management. Finally. as computer systems become cheaper
and more sophisticated, there is the real danger that companies will respond to labor unrest with even more extensive automation of
the production process.

''For women at the bottom of the clerical hierarchy then,
the danger is not deskilling but redundancy."

As telecommunications technologies
make a wide variety of operations relatively
mobile, labor force characteristics are increasingly important to companies' location
decisions. The automated production centers require an educated workforce for jobs
that are routinized and underpaid. ln today's
environment, however, it is increasingly difficult to attract educated women into deadend, low-wage work. Suburban housewives
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The good news is that the new skilled
clerical categories being developed place women in precisely the kind of ambiguous and
frustrating position that seems to be the basis for successful organizing drives. Both
Working Women and SEIU 925, for example,
have had greater success in attracting skilled
clerks (such as legal secretaries) than "back
office" clericals (such as data processing
operators). The new computer-linked jobs

contain contradictions similar to those experienced m secretarial work: skills are undervalued and career ladders virtually nonexistent. In addition, computer-mediated work
processes introduce new levels of stress,
particularly when perfonnance is machinemomtored. In the future, then, issues such
as pay equity, access to training programs.
and even job design may become increasingly contentious and provide new openings
for the trade union movement, despite the
obvious intransigence of the companies. Let
us hope so.

•

Barbara Baran is a doctoral student in the
Department ofCity and Regional P tanning at
the University of California, Berkeley, and
researclutr with the Berkeley Roundtable on
the International Econcmy (BRIE), and a
member ofSan Francisco DSA.
A longer version of this argument is made in:
Barbara Baran, "Office Automation and Women's Work: The Technological Transfonnation of the Insurance Industry," in Manuel
Cas tells. ed. . High Technology, Space, and
Society. Beverly Hills. California: Sage Publications . 1985. For an opposing view, see:
Rosyln Feldberg and Evelyn Nakano Glenn,
"De,1.,1faded and Deskilled: The Proletariaruzat ion of Clerical Work," Social Problems 25.
October 1977.
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Youth Group
Targets
Apartheid
by Paul Baer

T

he energy of the spring's antiapartheid protests was a
strong influence on both the
tone and content of the Tenth
Annual DSA Youth Section
Summer Conference. Over 80 Youth Section
members gathered August 22-25 at California
University of Pennsylvania, 35 miles south of
Pittsburgh, to talk about "Socialists and the
New Student Activism." Between the opening on Thursday evening and the closing on
Sunday afternoon, activists from about 25
campuses spent long hours in discussion and
debate.
At the heart of the conference was the
approval of this year's potitical priorities. Unsurprisingly, anti-apartheid activity topped
the list. Other priorities include work on
Ce ntral America, re productive rights, campus · unionization. political education and
fighting the campus right. The South Africa
section of the potitical priorities statement
was shaped by an active Tirird World caucus.
the strongest yet at a Youth Section summer
conference. The adopted draft focuses on
the relation of anti-apartheid work to racism
in the United States and on working in coalitions with Third World activists and organizations. The Youth Section also endorsed the
national day of anti-apartheid protests called
for October 11.
The final night of the conference, which
included a marathon debate over political priorities and the election of new officers,
e nde d with comic tributes to Jeremy Karpatkin, outgoing youth organizer. and Amy
Bachrach. outgoing chair. That the Youth
Section is in such good health is due in large
part to their fine work. The new chair. Carisa
Cunningham, is an Oberlin College graduate
who now works in New York City. She is
joined by Tom Canel as vice-chair, Ben Meskin as secretary-treasurer. and Paul Baer as
corresponding secretary. Members of the
executive committee are: Amy Bachrach,
Josh Bornstein. Peggy Grimes, Steve Hanna, Paul Kumar, Lisa Laufer, Sherri Levine,
Neil McLaughlin, Paul Meyer, Paul Schimek,
Elizabeth Szanto, and Janet Wilder.

Paul Baer is tlut organizer for the New York
DSA lpcal.

WORKER OWNERSHIP

LET THE BUYERS BEWARE
by Jack Clark

T

he aggressively enterprising
magazine for entrepreneurs,
Inc.. carried an April cover
story on employee stock ownership, but Business Week's
cover po~d the question more provocatively: "ESOPs [Employee Stock Ownership
Plans): Revolution or Ripoff?" The New Republic's June 17 cover headlined an article on
"Blue Collar Board Rooms, " ru1d even The
Natilmal ReiMw got into the act with a February piece heralding the employee ownership at Weirton Steel.
Clearly discussion of worker ownership
has traveled weU beyond the small circles of
intellectuals and advocates traditionally interested in the topic. If there is something
substantial in it (and r think there is). the
often competing claims must be sorted out.
Like an old-fashioned American patent medicine. worker ownership is being sold as the
cure for whatever ails us, from lack of democracy lo lack of productivity at the workplace. Even more miraculously, the cure is
guaranteed to lead us to a booming source of
investment, to a revitalized union movement, to a people's capitalism. to a democratic and decentralized socialism.
Robert Kuttner's piece in The New Rt·
public offers, as is frequently the case with
his writing, a useful guide through difficult
terrain. He identified three historic sources
for the current movement for worker ownership: an old tradition of worker co-ops, which
predates the Amencan Federation of Labor
as the primary form of working class organi
zatinn m America; business paternalism,
which has long stressed employee identification with company objectives and has often
used employee stock options (and company
unions) to foster that identification; and the
troubled industrial economy of the last ten
years. which has encouraged everyone to
look for new solutions.
These three traditions do not carry
t>qual weight in the 1980s drive for employee
ownership. The most common form of employee ownership is the Employee Stock
Ownership Plan. or ESOP. which grants
companies and banks very substantial tax
benefits. The most typical fonn of ownership
1s thl• Employee Stock Ownership Plan or
ESOP. Congress has lavished tax breaks

"You're in luck-instead of a raise, we've decided to put you on our
profit-sharing scheme."
worth up to $4. 4 billion on this particular
form of "worker ownership," but ESOPs often have nothing to do with worker control.
Companies can be purchased through an
ESOP which formally puts the ownership in
employee hands. Employers can deduct the
full amount of the annual payment to an ESOP
from taxable corporate income. Banks pay a
federal tax on only one-half of the payment of
loan interest from an ESOP. The chief executive of a food seMce comp311y experimenting with employee stock ownership told
Inc. that employees arc "breaking their
necks" to keep the company healthy. Numbers like 7,000 companies and 10 million
workers are bandied about in discus. ions of
worker ownership in the U.S., but seem less
significant in light of Busimss Week's report
that in 85 percent of companies with ESOPs,
worker-owners lack voting rights to choose
the corporate board of directors. In all of
these companies, employees have given up
something, often making substantial t.-oncessions on wages or fringe benefits, to become
"owners. " Many of the IO million lack union
protections. Often workers faced the loaded
gun at their heads of a possible plant closing if
they didn't ante up to buy the company or a
major stake of it.
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If this picture of worker ownership in
Amenca fails to bring on the mspirational
glow of a vision of human solidarity as imagined by Robert Owen or the Knights of
Labor, don't be surprised. The substantial
tax advantages enjoyed by ESOPs do not
grow out of seminars on utopian socialist
thought attended by Capitol Hill staffers.
Rather, like the Second French Empire, they
are an example of the nephew making a
mockery of the uncle's grand demagogery.
In the 1930s, Huey Long could proclaim "every man a king": in the 1970s, his more
respectable nephew Russell, who chairs the
Senate Finance Cornmitt<.-e, could be inspired
by Louis Kelso's Capitalist Manifesto to legislate "every person a capitalist."
The decline of older industries spurred
corporate managers to use ESOPs as a new
way to pick employees' pockets in the late
1970s and 1980s. Louis Kelso and Russell
Long, those true revolutionaries dedicated
to that coming classless society where everyone is a capitalist, have no room in their
vision for such antiquated forms as independent workers' organizations.
Advocates of "workplace democracy"
often cite the hostility of bureaucrats afraid
that an educated 3Jld mobilized workforce

will do them in. That's only part of the story.
Historically unions have been cool to the idea
of worker ownership. Although that attitude
is changing, it would be useful to understand
why there is-and has been-so much labor
opposition to owning the firm.
Workers' co-ops predated the unions as
collective bargaining agents as we know
them today. About a century ago, nascent
AFL unions and Knights of Labor coops were
engaged in fierce debate about which strategy would advance workers more effectively.
Samuel Gompers, the immigrant cigar
maker who was the dominant figure in the
emergence of the AFL. shrewdly applied insights from a Marxist training he had rejected to the United States of the Gilded
Age. Business umons operating on breadand-butter principles could survive and advance the workers' cause; working-class societies for the liberation of all humanity could
not. That hard-headed pragmatism has remained a powerful legacy within American
labor, as any socialist who has attended a few
union meetings knows.
Gompers-style pragmatism marks one
strand of working·class opposition to ideas of
worker ownership. Another very powerful
source of opposition grows out of the radical
opposition to business unionism. Since the
decline of the Knights of Labor, workingclass radicals have rarely sought co-ops as an
ideal. From socialist opponents inside and
outside the AFL of Gompers' day, through
the IWW and the CIO, left organizers and
theorists in the working class movement
sought to build a militant movement in opposition to capital. The boss is the boss; the
workers are the worKers; the class struggle
is the class struggle, and like Harlan County
in the Mineworkers' song, there are no neutrals there.
Thus in the current debate over worker
ownership, some of the most skeptical and
even hostile voices come from left militants
in unions like the UE or networks like lAbor
NoW;. While Kuttner, unarguably one of the
most prolabor journalists now writing, hails
the partial worker ownership at Eastern Air
Lines, DSA activists like Paul Baicich, an
Eastern baggage handler and rank-and-file
leader in the Washington, D.C. International
Association of Machinists, decry the deal as
leading to company unionism.
With dubious friends in management and
worthy enemies in unions, does worker ownership have any redeeming social value?
Properly understood, the answer must
be a resounding yes. In increasing numbers,
workers in troubled industries have resorted
to the idea that "we can manage this place
better than the owner." Technical experts

''Workers interested in owning the company need to be sure
the company is worth owning. Lemon socialism is one major
trap for the worker ownership movement."
sympathetic to labor have been working with
unions to manipulate the substantial ESOP
advantages to the workers' favor and to practice such cherished corporate practices as
the leveraged buyout on behalf of employees.
The record to date on these employeeowned companies 1s mixed. In 1979. Rath
Packing in Waterloo, Iowa became a workerowned company; after five difficult years,
Rath closed in 1984. A Hyatt ball-bearing
plant in Clark, N.J., which supplies General
Motors, went to worker ownership as an
alternative to closing in 1981. The union has
remained strong, and labor-management conflict has been intense. Some layoffs have
taken place, and recently the workers decided to try to sell the company to conventional investor-owners. When A&P was closing down Philadelphia supermarkets, the
United Food and Commercial Workers local
helped form committees to set up worker
Owned and Operated stores. The O&Os
have been so successful that new stores
have opened in underserved inner city areas.
Jobs have been saved and expanded.
Whether the specific worker ownership
experiments succeed or fail or fall some·
where in between. unionists and worker coop
advocates are learnig from the experiences.
Significantly, when the Midwest Labor ReDEMOCRATIC LEFT
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search Center published a collection of articles examining several cases, including evident failures like Rath, the record showed
that uruonists involved in the efforts remained favorable to the idea of worker ownership. There may have been problems implementing the idea here, was the common
refrain, but the idea remains a good one.
Spurred on by this accumulation of practical experience, the worker ownership
movement may be resurfacing at the opportune historical plOmenl. Worker co-ops were
crushed a century ago as the nation rushed
toward industrialization and a new concentration of wealth. With the nation rushing
toward deindustrialization and new concentrations of wealth, worker co-ops might be
an extremely relevant form of resistance as
well as being models for a new society.
Workers interested in owning the company need to be sure the company is worth
owning. Lemon socialism is one major trap
for the worker ownership movement. Despite great sacrifices, workers may Just see
thel! investment of work and money evaporate if they're taking over a plant that simply
cannot tum a profit. Rath Packing seems to
have had that problem in part. The workerowners probably kept going longer than anyone else could have, but it just was no longer

a profitable operation.
In the current context of plant closings.
profitable operations often face shutdowns.
These factories are making money but are
not making enough money to meet the profit
targets of the multinational conglomerates
which own them. These same conglomerates have used their industrial holdings as
cash cows to be milked for irrunediate profits,
thus providing capital for other acquisitions.
Worker ownership of, say, a machine tool
company in Massachusetts or Michigan could
prevent the closing of the plant as an immediate benefit and keep the facility running
indefinitely with some re-investment and
modernization.
Beyond the narrow promise of worker
ownership to avoid plant closings, the re-structuring of the world and national economies may offer wider opportunities for worker co-ops. Vutually all analysts of the current
malaise of the American economy pinpoint
declining productivity growth as a key part of
the problem.
Analysts like Robert Reich, Charles Sabel and Michael Piore point to a crisis in
American management as the central cause
of the decline in productivity growth. For a
century, the United States led the world in
productivity growth because of a system of
"scientific management" which rationalized
mass production. Unit costs went down,
profitability and wages went up as tasks were
broken down further and further. That mass
production technology is now availablt:!
throughout the world. For the simple production of standardized goods, this analysis
holds, the advanced industrial economies can
no longer compete with low-wage producers
in the Third World. Where the advanced
economies can compete, Reich, Sabel and
Piore argue, is in more specialized production, custom-designed to a buyer's specific
needs or dependent on rapidly changing technologies or precision engineering. This
"batch production" rather than "mass production" puts a much higher premium on
workers' skills and on workers sharing their
skills and knowledge.
Through quality circles and production
teams, major corporations like General Motors are attempting to build in the productivity advantages of this new batch or tlexiblesystem production. The ESOPs promoted
by Russell Long and Louis Kelso address the
productivity problem by offering bogus ownership as a psychological inducement to work
harder. There is some evidence that even
this psychological inducement works; the
employee-owned companies do have higher
productivity growth. Genuine worker co-ops
would have the potential of capturing these

productivity advantages associated with batch
production for the workers themselves. As
David Ellerman of the Industrial Cooperative
Association states, real worker co-ops reverse the standard fonn of capitalism. Instead of capital luring labor, labor hires capital.
Worker ownership and forms of worker
control are no longer fancy impractical ideas,
as even Russell Long's interest testifies.
MaJOr comparues want the advantages of
these forms without the inconvenience of
workers having real control. For union militants concerned that the growth of worker
co-ops will undermine union militance, there
is at least the possibility that genuine worker
co-ops can provide models of shop floor power which aids the workers and makes the
enterprise more successful. For socialists,
there is the promise of a growing sector of

the economy which puts into practice our
venerable idea that democracy can be relevant in the economy.
Those circumstances argue strongly for
more experiments in worker control. Around
the idea of nurturing those experiments. it
should be possible for the descendants of
Gompers, the descendants of Debs and the
descendants of the earlier radicals who advocated co-ops to find common ground We
need not agree that worker ownership will be
a panacea, but with a lot of hard work, perhaps we can begin to arrswer the question
posed by Business Week in our own way"ESOPs: RevoluLion or Ripoff?"
•

Jack Clark is a member of the DSA National
Executive Committee and active in the Labor
Commission.

It's Convention Time! On to Berkeley!
JOIN:

Miguel D'Escoto, foreign minister ofNicaragua,
Mpho Tutu (daughter ofBishop Desmond Tutu)
Actress Margot Kidder
Barbara Ehrenreich
Michael Harrington
And many, many more
at the Second National DSA Convention
in Berkeley, California, November 8-11

PLENARIES on:

• REBUILDING A PROGRESSIVE
POLITICAL MAJORITY
• ADOPTING THE DSA ECONOMIC
PROGRAM
• STRATEGY FOR DSA
• FIGHTING RACISM

MINI-PLENARIES on:

•LABOR
•FEMINISM
• INTERNATIONAL ISSUES
• WHAT IS SOCIALISM?

Plus a one-day feminist meeting/ conference November 8.
All for $35 for observers. What a deal!
COME HELP US CHART OUR FUTURE.

Write the DSA office at 3202 Adeline St., Berkeley, CA 94703 or call
415-428-1354 for more information.
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Openings for Brazilian Labor
by Stanley A. Gacek
C hegou a hora que a cmca vai beber agua.
(The time has come when the wildcat will
drink from the wakr.J
-Luiz Inacio da Silva ("Lula"), in a solidarity
speech to Brazilian farm workers, 1980.

L

ula, the world-renowned Brazilian trade union leader and
president of the Brazilian
Workers' party, used the
above proverb to say that the
rich and powerful would have to account for
their longstanding exploitation of Brazilian
workers. Brazilian prosecutors argued that
Lula's coUoqmalism "incited class violence"
and violated the National Security Law, but
the government decided to drop these
charges in March of 1984.
A recent Brazilian strike wave augurs
the day of reckoning that Lula noted figuratively. Less than two months after the inauguration of the Samey government in March
1985. economic strikes broke out among air
and transport workers, auto and metalworkers. postal workers. telecommunications
workers. utility workers, and farm laborers,
to name a few. There had been other instances of such militancy in the recent past,
such as the metalworkers' general strikes of
1978-80. but what distmgwshes these strikes
is the Brazilian government's decision not to
rrush them. As late as 1983. the Brazilian
Labor Ministry responded to such actions by
imprisonmg the strike leadership.
Since the mid seventies, there has been
a direct and dynamic relationship between
political liberalization, known as aberlura. and
increased labor militancy. Indeed, the nonintervcnllonist policy of Labor Minister Almir
Pazz1anotto. a former Sao Paulo union lawyer, is one symptom of this political opening.
Unless one is a Brazilian cartomank, or
fortunett.Uer, it is impossible to predict the
final outcome of this dynamic between a new
labor policy and the aspirauons of Brazilian
workers. Some experts, such as University
of Rio pohllcal scientist Amaury de Souza,
foresee a kind of "corporatist syndicalism"
unfoldmg m Brazil- a continuation of the
state patt"mahsm with '-'Orne more union autonom\. But one thins.: is sure: the conJlil:l
between the existing corporatist labor structure and the militancy at the rank-and-file

'f\s late as 1983 the Brazilian Labor Ministry resjxrrukd
to [strikes] by imprisoning the strike leadership."
level will only increase, unless more collective bargairung freedom and a genuine right
to strike are permitted.
Getu!Jo Vargas, the populist presidentdictator. who rose to power after the Revolution of 1930, is credited with having built
most of the corporatist labor relations structure. He created three levels of trade union
organization: the syndicate, which generally
includes the workers of a professional category for a city or municipio (equivalent to a
U.S. county or township); the federation,
which represents at least five syndicates of
the same profess10nal category, generally at
the state level; and the confederation, which
includes at least three federations. and represents tht> professional category at the national level. There are currently eight national confederations.
The Labor Ministry annually collects a
contnbucao sindical, or trade union tax. from
all workers. rt•gardless of their union membership. The tax amount!> to one day'c; salary. The funds an~ ht'ld in the Banco de Brasil
and can be frozen bv the government at any
time if the unions do not comply with the legal
JEMOCRATIC LEFT
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reqmrements. The unions can use the funds
only to pnlVlde for social programs and legal
and medical assistance to members. The un10ns are prohibited from using the funds for
strike support or political campaigns.
Unlike the United States, union recognition in Brazil depends entirely on the government. not on the employer. A petition for
umon recogrutton must be submitted by an
association representing at least one-third of
the workers of a professional category in a
municipio. If two associations are competing
for representation of the same professional
category, the Labor Ministry will choose between the more "active" of the two. Obviously, the government can grant reco,.,Ution
to those organizations that it considers to be
more politically acquiescent. ff a uruon violates any section of the CL'T (Consolidation
of Braz1han Labor Laws), the government
can remove the leaders and replace them
with its own intervenors.
A frt•quent prNext for state intervention 1s violation of the strike law. There are
many technical prerequisites for a strike. indudmg five days' notice to the employer and

a secret ballot vote of the union members.
Even when the union complies with the legal
requirements, most strikes are made futile
by a process known as the dissidw coletzvo.

If the union and management reach an
impasse and the workers go out on strike,
the employer or the Justice Ministry can petition the labor court for the dissidw-a binding decision setting out the terms of the collective bargaining agreement. Once the court
has made its ~cision, the union is prohibited
from continuing the strike. In most cases.
the court can arrive at a decision witlun 48
hours of the petition.
After the 1964 military coup, the military
governments made certain that the workers
tolerated this repressive system by enforcing the policy of cassacao-removing the
more militant leadership and throwing them
in prison, replacing them with docile mtervenors. In addition, the dissidw coletivo system attempted to provide most of the Brazilian working class with wages that rose with
the cost of living.
By 1978, the Geisel government had
made enough promises about returning Brazil to civilian democracy that all elements of
civil society, including the workers. took the
assurances seriously. At the same time, the
wage policy of the labor justice system had
severely understated the real cost of living
since 1973. The auto and metalworkers of
the greater Sao Paulo area responded with
mass general strikes from 1978 to 1980.
Using the National Security Law, the
heavy hand of the government came crashing
down on the militant Sao Paulo trade union
leadership, but the Brazilian working class
decided to test the system's limits from April
through June of this year. Although most of
the unions failed to get trimestralidatk (upward wage adjustments three times rather
than twice a year), many of the strikers
achieved wage gains of more than 100 percent of the cost of living index and obtained
some short-term guarantees against economic firings and layoffs. Striking sugar
workers in the Northeast won remarkable
salary gains and job safety measures. Many
of these accomplishments were the fruits of
direct bargaining and the exercise of sheer
economic power.
The new government certainly has not
overhauled the repressive legal system. Al- '
though Pazzianotto has submitted a labor law
reform proposal to Congress which purports
to liberalize the strike law, the dissidio coletivo mechanism which voids strikes would
remain intact. The difference is that Pazzianotto is not applying the repressive apparatus. Even though many of the recent strikes
were technically illegal, he did not exercise
the power of cassacao. Also, he has been

meeting informally with the leadership of the
CUT (United Central of Workers) and the
CONCLAT (Congress of the Working Class).
two movements attempting to build a labor
central in Brazil, to discuss labor problems.
Former Labor Mlfllster Munlo Macedo of
the Figueiredo government had declared
thE><;e organizations illegal.
A current debate in the Brazilian Congress threatens to shake the corporatist
structure to its foundations, even though no
radical labor law reform proposals are on the
table. In August of 1984, the Brazilian House
of Deputies voted to adopt the International
Labor Organization's Convention Number
87, which demands trade union autonomy
and prohibits government abridgment of
worker association rights. If Brazil were to
abide by both the spirit and the letter of
Convention 87, the Brazilian government
probably would have to eliminate or reform
the contribucao sindical, revise the Labor
Ministry's exclusive power to recognize
trade unions, and permit trade union pluralism. Convention 87 awaits approval in the
Senate, and the discussion should prove to

be most heated.
Pazzianoto·s noninterventionism de pends on his already tenuous relationship
with other cabinet members and the rest of
the ROVemment. The continued pressure
from the International Monetary Fund for
wage limitation could very well clash with a
policy which leaves wage determination to
free negotiation.
Many obstacles stand in the way of a
free. democratic and militant Brazilian trade
unionism. including the draconian wage policies of international lending institutions. recalcitrant employers. coUaborationist labor
leaders. and reactionaries who have not left
the Brazilian government. Nevertheless. the
Brazilian spring of 1985 su~ests that the
wildcat has already ventured to the river for a
e
dnnk.

Stank)! A. Gacek is a labor attcrney and assistant director of lM lnternatWnal Affairs
Department of the United Food and Commercial Workm UnUm (UFCW). He was recently in Brazil /Q meet with tralk unionists and
with the new labor minister.

GRAPE BOYCOTT
an the United Farm Workers
of America inspire millions of
people to boycott grapes as it
did in the late '60s and '70?
California agnbusiness is betting "no," but union leader Cesar Chavez and
his supporters think they can win this time
around, too.

C

Don't buy table grapes from California unless you see the Black Eagle
label on the carton.
Why a grape boycott in the '80s? Didn't
the last boycott end after a landmark farm
labor law was passed in California in 1975?
Aren't union members covered by contracts
now? Yes and no. The law that was supposed
to protect farm workers is still on the books.
But with a governor who received a million
DEMOCRATIC LEFT
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doUars in campaign contributions from agribusiness sitting in Sacramento. the atmosphere has changed. Growers flout the law
and refuse to renew contracts. Living conditions for farm workers have worsened, and
stories of workers forced to live io the fields
and use water from irrigation ditches for all
their needs are common.
Chavez charges that California governor Deukmejian has effectively gutted the
farm labor law by appointing pro-grower
members to the Agricultural Labor Relations
Board, which enforces the law. A 30 percent
cut in the ALRB's budget was aimed at the
investigators, prosecutors, and hearing
judges who enforce the law on a daily basis.
The backlog of uninvestigated farm worker
charges against growers has swelled even
though the governor's appointees issued
wholesale dismissals of worker-filed charges
so that the governor could claim that the
backlog had been nearly eliminated. The
process of coUecting the $30 millions of dollars in back pay that convicted growers owe
farm workershas been closed off. Many cases
have been settled for ten cents on the dollar,
robbing farm workers of any chance for just
recompensation. Lawyers for a maJOr lettuce
grower were given unrestricted access to
privileged ALRB files that held the names of
farm workers who bore witness against the

firm on the promise of confidentiality from
state prosecutors.
"Since taking office, Deukmejian has
paid back his debt to the growers with the
blood and sweat of California farm workers,"
says Chavez. Unable to seek legal redress
for noncompliance and harassment, facing
competition from the Teamsters Union, and
suffering from a lack of interest by a public
that thinks the battles have been won, the
union launched a boycott of fresh California
table grapes last summer. (Three percent of
California grapes are grown under union contract. ) Announc!!ment of the boycott was
lost amid news of the Democratic National
Convention and the summer Olympics, but
since July 1984 Chavez has been on the road
taking news of the boycott to many cities,
and direct mail campaigns have been targetted at potential boycott supporters.
Growers think that the support isn't
there. "Most of the liberals from the 1960s
have kids now, homes, other things to think

about. The climate on the campuses has
changed. It's different now," says Ed Thomas, executive secretary of the South Central
Farmers Committee, which represents grape
growers. At its height in the '70s, the grape
boycott was supported by some 17 million
people, according to a Louis Harris poll The
union is counting on public education and
targetting of outlets for the grapes to duplicate that victory. The boycott has the backing of the AFL-CIO. Resolutions supporting
the boycott have been passed by the Sao
Francisco City Council and the Boston City
Council. The United Church of Christ has
endorsed the boycott. At its September
meeting the DSA National Executive Committee endorsed it and called on all la<;als to
work for the boycott. The union believes that
if five percent of the population supported the
boycott the effect would be very strong. "A
boycott isn't like an election," says Chavez.
"We don't need to get 51 percent; the polls
don't close at 8 o'clock. We can wait."
•

DSA Labor Activists
Gather in Detroit
by Roger Robinson

0

ver the past few years, two
things about the relationship
between the labor ll}Ovement
and the socialists within it
have become clear. The first
is not just that the movement needs us, but
that more and more it knows that it needs us.
The second is that we are not there for it-at
least, not yet. To be sure, we're there as
individuals. There are DSA members and
democratic socialists throughout the movement, at all levels, in all sectors, in every
state. But though our work may be informed
by socialist perspective and critiques, often
these are positions arrived at individually and
acted on in relative isolation.
It was with this understanding that more
than I 00 DSA Labor Commission members
met in conference on June 8-9 in Detroit to
"put our own house in order." The conference had two purposes: l. To provide a forum for sharing experiences and tactics as
weU as for developing a socialist perspective
on labor's direction; 2. To conduct an organizational meeting of the DSA Labor Commission to strengthen its work and consider the
hiring of full-time staff and a new organizational structure.

The conference was organized around
three themes: Our (socialist) contribution to
the labor movement, building a solidaristic
movement, and coalition politics.
Robert Lekachman opened the conference with a keynote on Current Political
Economy and DSA Co-Chair Barbara Ehrenreich, UAW Research Director Sheldon
Friedman, and Machinists activist Paul
Baicich responded The closing session featured AFSCME Secretary-Treasurer William
Lucy and DSA Field Director Jim Shoch on
"Vision, Solidarity and Coalition."
In between, workshops were held on
labor and foreign policy, new trends in bargaining and organizing, rewinning workers to
unionism, socialist activism iri the labor
movement, women and minorities, developing relationships with the communities, vision for labor, inter-union solidarity, and
building political alliances.
The organization session, organized and
chaired by Penny Schantz, worked on and
passed in spirit a "DSA Draft Perspective on
the U.S. Labor Movement and Constructive
Socialist Politics in the 1980's." It is hoped
that a final version will be adopted by the
Labor Commission at the DSA Convention
this faU.
The conference elected an interim
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Jim Shoch, top, and Bill Lucy address the Labor Commission conference.
steering committee to function until the 1985
DSA Convention made up of: co-chairs Penny Schantz, Santa Cruz, Ca. and Tim Sears,
Washington, D.C.; and at-large members:
Jan Breidenbach, Los Angeles; jack Clark,
Boston; Suzanne Crowell, Washington,
D. C.: Paul Garver, Pittsburgh; Larry Mishel, Detroit; Dave Rathke, St. Louis; Roger Robinson, Detroit; Kurt Stand, Washington, D. C.; and Margaret Zimmeth, Detroit.
The commission decided that it needs
staff and that the steering committee in conjunction with the DSA National Executive
Committee should develop a plan and a budget for a Labor Commission staff person.
Tiris person would be responsible to the Labor Commission and the DSA NEC. In order
to finance a staff person, the group passed a
proposal calling for a monthly dues structure
for regular Labor Commission membership
with a lesser annual payment for people who
wanted associate membership in the commission.
Prior to the Detroit conference, Washington, D. C. and Detroit ·had local Labor
Committees. The commission set a goal of
organizing three more local Labor Committees by the end of 1985.
•

Rolf" Robinson was one of the primary organizers of the Detroit conference and is a
longti~ DSA lab<Jr activist.

(S)he who renounces
the struggle
for socialism
renounces
the labor movement
and democracy.

The struggle for Social
Justice continues!

Rosa Luxemburg

Bob Sheppard
Bill Robinson

LOS ANGELES DSA

(Housing Law Attorneys)

44 Gough, Suite 3
San Francisco

415-861-6600

IN
FRIENDSHIP
AND
SOLIDARITY
DISTRICT ONE

COMMUNICATIONS WORKF:RS OF AMERICA, AFL-CIO
JAN D. PIERCE
Vice-President
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In Memory of Two Fighting Socialists
FRANZ DANIEL & POWERS HAPGOOD
Philip H. Van Gelder

GREETINGS _
Ph il Ansel
Joanne Borkon
Charles M Barnes
Fay Bennett & Rowland Watts
Sheila Berger
Miriam Berkowitz
H. Brand
Harry Chotiner
Louis F. Cooper
DSA-Clevelond Local
Henry & Lucille Dillon
Elaine Draper
Edith Eisenberg
Sue & Will Forthman
Lottie & Joe Friedman
Phil Goldrick
W. Bradley Jones
Richard Jurasek
Seymour Ko hon
Ann & Bill Kemsley, Sr.
Nancy Kleniewski
Patrick Lacefield
The Levinsons in Colorado
Shir ley Magidson
Ma honing Valley O .C.
Saul & Je nnie Mendelson
Roger Montgome ry

Alice Ostrow
Anne Peters
Laurence E. Prendergast
Princeton, N.J.-DSA
Merle Pryor
Ted Riese
Skip Roberts
Stanley Rosen
Herman &Mildred Rosenstein
Bernice & David Selden
Corl & Morion Shier
Carlton W. Smith
Ruth Spitz
Corot Steinsopir
Evelyne &John Stephens
Raoul Teilhet
Beatrice & Samuel Tolmoch
Cynthia Ward
Dr. Soll. Warren
Dr. Willard Warren
Milton E. Weinstein
Saul Wellman
Marianna Wells
Donna Wilkinson
Mel & Marje Willbach
Peg A. Wilson & Bob Andrews
Roger S. Wilson

We Shall Overcome/
GORDON HASKELL

Greetings to Michael Harrington with
my best wishes for o speedy recovery.
-Adolph Lusthaus

GREETINGS TO OUR SOCIALIST
BROTHERS AND SISTERS FROM THE
BLACK SWAMP LOCAL DSA

Greetings from S.E.l.U. Local 535
representing social services workers,
nurses ond healthcare professionals
throughout California.

Marilyn M. Einhorn
Lawrence R. Maxwell

For o future with feasible ond
democratic socialism.
Bill Blum, Gina Lobaco, Max Blum

Democracy = Socialfsm
Socialism = Democracy
Sam & Ruth Class
Dan & Sara Schelly
DONALD R. ANDERSON
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
To the Continuation
of DSA's Efforts
for Workers' Dignity
Robert & Joseph ine Pasciullo

GREETINGS
PHILIP H. VAN GELDER

GREETINGS
FROM PORT CHARLOTIE, FLORIDA
Ida & Abe Kaufman
Patricia & Brendan Sexton
JOHN R. JOHNSON

~

Walter, Thayer & Long

Low Office
One Columbia Place • Albany, NY 12207
(518) 462-6753

'

Democratic Socialism is the Fourth Wave
- and the next megatrendl
Anthony G. Payne, Dallas, Texas
SOLIDARITY
Jan Breidenbach Dan Stormer
Jesse Breidenbach

Poetry is the pursuit of politics
by other means.
Ron Silliman

-

A LUT A CONTINUA
Kathie Sheldon, Steve Tarzynski,
and Mercie
Next to Socialism,
the best hope is working for it.
-Natalie & Harry Fleischman

--

Labor Day Greetings from
Carol*Simpson Productions
Political Cartoons & Graphics
(312) 227 -5826

MACOMB DS-OC
reminds Reogon's heortlond thot we' re
still here ond sends greeting
from o social ist Forgotonio.
GREETINGS ON LABOR DAY
San Diego DSA
Saluting DSA, UAW 50th, ond
our Debs-Thomas Honoree (O ct. 17)
Victor Reuther.
DC/MD DSA

A Labor Day Message to DSA members:
agitate, educate, and organize.
Raoul Teilhet

In memory of a friend and life-long
social ist, George Gibson, died 1983.
-Charles W. Mitchell

Greetings from
The Commonwealth Foundation,
sponsors of the
Center for Student Journalism.

Democratic Socialism
is
The Cot's Pyjamas!
Dorothy Tristman & Larry Wittner

LABOR DAY GREETINGS
Local 2382, CWA
of the
Notional Association of Social Workers

In Peace we build a system
of world law- or we perish.
Carl & Wilda Schwartz
Redmond, Washington

'The true revolutionary is.guided by
:Strong feelings of love." -Che Guevara
Solidarity
David Parker

WALTER D. GOLDWATER

In Celebration
Emma Rose; born January 9, 1985
Maxine Phillips Tom Roderick

1907 -1985
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SOLIDARITY

Greetings and Solidarity

FOREVER!
LOCAL 169 AMALGAMATED
CLOTHING & TEXTILE
WORKERS UNION

&r.itt Employni
"'111rnr11tlonlll Union,

A.F.L.-C.1.0.

AFL-CIO, ac

SEIU Local 585
237 Sixth Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15238
(412) 828-5100

KILMER CABAN
MEMBERS
VICE PRESIDENT ACTWU
AND
MANAGER LOCAL 169
OFFICERS

Rosemary Trump ...

COMPLIMENTS OF

Keep up
the good word'!

LOCAL 1097

On behalf of its 1.1 million members. the American federation of State, County and Municipal Employees congratulates Democratic Left. for reaching another "birthday" in a tough business. Your insightful analyses and
commentaries have left their imprint on the consciousness
of millions of public employees.

Gerald W. Mcentee,
International President

President

Serving Workers at
Rochester Products
Local 1097 U.A.W.
221 DEWEY AVENUE
ROCHESTER, N.Y. 14608

Wiiiiam Lucy,
International Secretary·

Treasurer
RON BAUG, President DENNIS MILFORD, Slwp Cllaimlan
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Greetings f~om
Officers, Staff and Members of

Local 1199
Union of Drug, Hospital
and Health Care Employees
RWDSU/AFL-CIO

Doris Turner, President
In these difficult days of
adversi ty, the Steelworkers recall the tribute by
author Murray Kempton
to two of its leaders,
Philip Murray and Joseph
P. Molony:
" The Steelworkers union taught me very early how grand the many can be when they
are together, and Mr. Murray taught me, too, how noble the few can be when they keep
theirselves intact for a time when they are needed to stand alone for the many. The union
is not for yourself but for your children . It does not arise to avenge the past but to claim
the future. It is not just an economic weapon; it is a spiritual instrument. It is an expression
not of the dignity of its leaders but of the dignity of all. It was not called into being to celebrate the power and majesty of one man, and it does not live to serve the self-indulgence
of another. It is not property but mission. Every decent moment in the history of a union
is the assertion of an affronted conscience.
" Anyone can belong to a union, but a union belongs to no one and least of all to anyone who is ashamed of where he came from and indifferent to those he left behind . The
union leader is not the owner of an institution ; he is the caretaker of a tradition. He does
not rise above ordinary men; he rises with them."

'The union ••• is not for yourself
but for your children'

~ ~"\\\ I

.§~~QRKt'.f1t111i

LYNN R. WILLIAMS
President

;:~.,,,.-••"A... ~ ~

~ ~/'~
··•.• ~ ~
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~:::
~~··
.A~.!5
,,,, ..,
~
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EDGAR L. BALL
Secretary

FRANKS. McKEE
Treasurer

ll11a ''·c10.t"~
JOSEPH ODORCICH
\\\\' ~,,~
Vice President (Administration)
~tl
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LEON LYNCH
Vice President (Human Affairs)

REVIEWS
by Maurice Isserman

all of this added up to something less than the glories of the "New
Jerusalem" that British radicals had dreamed of since the beginning
of the age of revolution in the 17th century, it also added up to
something considerably better than the working-class pnvatton and
degradation Orwell had found so prevalent on the road to Wigan Pier
in the 1930s.
Morgan is appreciative of the real achievements of the Labour
party, and sympathetic to the constraints its leaders faCl'd as they
attempted both to meet the needs of their working-class constituents and rebuild a devastated British economy. But he is critical of
the limits of Labour policies, particularly the absence of any attempt
to increase worker control in the newly nationalized industries (the
long-range results of that failure can be seen in the outcome of thl•
recent British coal strike). He is also critical of the Labour f.(ovcmment's failure to steer an independent course in the confrontation
between the United States and the Soviet Union, its decision to
begin an economically disastrous rearmament program, and its
attacks on Communist trade unionists (which contributed to a miniRed Scare atmosphere in England, a time of troubles familiar to any
devotee of the early Doris Lessing novels).
In 1951 the Labour party was turned out of office (it actuallv
outpolled the Conservatives in the popular vote. but due to th~
peculiarities of the British political structure the Conservatives
gained a majority in Parliament). It has returned to power on subsequent occasions, but never has inspired the same sense among its
domestic supporters or foreign admirers of being about to usher in a
new world. In 1945, Morgan notes, the Labour party benefited from
"the overwhelming mood of popular idealism released by the ending
of six years of total war, an overpowering urge that a people's war
should this time be followed by a people's peace." The problem faced
by the British Labour party-and shared by socialists in the Umted
States-is how, in ordinary times and among ordinary people, to
unlock that spirit of collective idealism which sometimes surfaces in
wartime and rarely survives in peacetime. In other words. could we
just get on with establishing the "people's peace" and skip the
war?
e

LABOUR IN.POWER, 1945-1951, by Kenneth 0.
Morgan. Oxford University Press, 1984, $34.95,
hardcover.

I

n July 1945 the British Labour party won a smashing electoral victory over Winston Churchill's Tories, gaining an
a~~olute majority in Parliament and taking control of Britain s government. Stanley Plastrik was then a young socialist in the United States (or, to be more specific, he was a
member of the Workers party, a small left-wing sect which, after
several decades and innwnerable ideological and organizational
twists and turns, would contribute many of the founding members of
DSA-but that's a subject for another column). Fifteen years later,
by then an editor of Dissent, Plastrik still fondly recalled that summer
of 1945: "Who cannot remember the sense of elation we felt at the
stunning defeat our party administered to Winston Churchill?" The
emphasis is in the original, and the intent only in part ironic. The use
of the possessive pronoun was not Plastrik's personal idiosyncracy.
In 1945 radicals of many different persuasions looked to the Labour
party's triumph as a harbinger of a future and similar American
socialist victory. I.F. Stone, who would not have found many other
topics to agree with Plastrik on in 1945, wrote that year in the
Nation: "The hope of achieving socialism without. .dictatorship, of
developing a democratic socialism suited to the Western European
and American peoples [depends] on the outcome in Britain."*
Kenneth 0. Morgan, an English political historian, offers a
detailed and balanced account of the British Labour government in
La~r in Power, 1945-1951. Because of the nature of Morgan's
subJect, and the somewhat stolid character of his prose, Labour in
Power doesn't stack up with Ten Days that Shook IM World as a
"good read," but when the great Day ofJubilee finally does arrive and
the speaker of the House of Representatives suggests that Congress open its deliberations with a rousing chorus or two of "Solidarity Forever," the American political situation will undoubtedly bear
much closer resemblance to Britain's in 1945 than to Russia's in 1917
(and for that, at least, we can be thankful).
The suffering and sacrifices imposed on the British people
during the Second World War stengthened egalitanan sentiments in
a society where class lines were starkly drawn. In the early days of
the war George OrweD had imagined that in the event of a Nazi
invasion across the English Channel, British workers would rise up
in revolutionary fury against both the foreign invader and their own
ruling class, as the workers of Paris had done in the days of the
Commune. The Germans never made 1t across the Channel. but at
the end of the war the Bntish working class was in a radical if not
insurrectionary mood. In the hard times of the 1930s, during most of
which the Conservatives were in power and the British Labour party
was weak, divided and uncertain of its direction, Britain underwent
no equivalent of the American New Deal. Only in the aftermath of
Labour's 1945 victory did British workers get their New Deal and a
good deal more: a "cradle to grave" welfare system that included the
national health insurance which still remains a utopian dream in
America, full employment, and the nationalization of the Bank of
En1o?land, railways, utilities, and the coal, iron and steel industries. If
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*For a good account of American reactions to Labour's Victory, see Tht'o·
dore Rosenof, "The Amencan Democratic Left Looks at the British Labour
Government, 1945-1951," Historian, Vol. 38 (1975).

Maurice Isserman is teaching at tM University ofSusse,x in England
this fall and making a delemlined elfMt to overcQ11W the language
barrier.

Wtll you be in
Berkeley on
November 8-11?
'
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by HARRY FLEISCHMAN

Iowa

Michigan

The Iowa City DSA met in July to
consider support for the Kubby council
campaign and to plan support work for the
clerks at Eagle supermarkets, who are being forced to train their own replacement
workers...

For the first time since 1971, Democrats have taken control of Ann Arbor. Ed
Pierce, Conner state senator, was elected
mayor and DSA members Lowell Peterson
and Jeff Epton both easily won re~lection
as city councilors. Kathy Edgren joined
them by a 1,237-vote victory in a supposed
swing ward. The tum-around came after
the Republicans tried to gerrymander
themselves into permanent control. . . In
August, Ann Arbor DSA joined Detroit in a
rally to support the Phelps Dodge strikers. . . Ed Asner joined feminist poet Adrienne Rich and Rabbi Marshall Meyer at a
sold-out meeting at the convention of the
New Jewish Agenda in Ann Arbor in July.
The convention also heard Rabbis Leonard
Beerman and Laura Geller and NYC Councilmember Ruth MessinRer.

Kentucky

NATIONAL ROUNDUP
California
Los Angeles DSAer Kathleen Sheldon
was awarded the 1985 Pergamon/National
Women's Studies Association Graduate
Scholarship in Women's Studies for "her
outstanding contribution to feminist research" ... East Bay DSA heard William M.
Sullivan, co-author of HabiJs of tJie Hearl,
speak on "The Culture of American Politics" in August The local also held an allday workshop at UC Berkeley, with Duane
Campbell and Mel Pritchard as speakers ...
The July San Diego DSA meeting focused
on the Managed Growth Initiative (MGO,
whose supporters filed over 74,000 signatures on a petition to force San Diego to
live up to its growth management plan...
Rick Longinotti and Rev. Robert Hemstreet spoke at a Berkeley Unitarian Uruversalist seminary workshop on "Humanist
Approaches to Economic Justice. "
DSA members Barbara Moulton, Rick
Longinotti and Nickie Gonzales were
among the 78 arrested m San Francisco for
opposition to the Contra Aid vote ... DSAer
Bob Heifetz was among the Witness for
Peace members captured in August by the
contras and released the next day.

Color<llk>
Denver DSA held a Bastille Day party
July 14 featuring a spaghetti picnic lunch.

District ofColumlna
The DC/MD DSA will honor Victor
Reuther at its annual Debs-Thomas dinner
Oct. 17 al the National Press Club.

Illinois
Five DSAers at Western Illinois University at Macomb William Davenport,
Jean and Copland Whitehead, Dave Miller
and Everett Hughes- participated m an
August 6 "death shadows" demonstration
marking the 40th anniversary of the atomic
bombing of Hiroshima. Similar actions were
held in Chicago, Champaign. Rockford and
SprinR'field...

Twelve people protesting U.S. aid to
Nicaraguan contras were arrested for refusing to leave U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins'
Lexington office at closing time. Five were
DSA members... Central Kentucky DSA
participated in the Lexington Fourth of July
parade with banners for peace and justice.

Maryland
Howard County DSA met in August to
review the activities of the New Right and
plan action to combat it Abe Bates reported
on "Politics and Population in the Philippines" as well as on his visit to China. ..
Baltimore DSA joined The Ribbon-10
miles of colorful banners and thousands of
people covering the Pentagon and the
White House with the message that Americans don't want nuclear war... The local
also held a fundraiser at a ballgame between the Baltimore Orioles and the Chicago White Sox.

Massachusetts
Boston DSA's affinity group joined in a
rally of over 2,000 people to protest Reagan's policies in Central America. Over
500, including six DSAers, were arrested
in the Federal Building when they refused
to leave at closing time... The Boston
Globe carried an item saying: ''.See, Edith, I
told you they was Commils." In reply, the
mailing labels of the current issue of the
Yankee Radical, the local's monthly publication, carry a chirpy "Happy May Day"
message. "DSA members are both socialists and Democrats. Some Republicans
claim all Democrats are socialists." ... Also
in the news was DSAer Jim Marzilli, speaking at a press conference about the Progressive Caucus's efforts at the Democratic Issues Convention. He was on Channel
2's 10 P.M. news... Progressives won in
Brookline when voters ousted a conservative incumbent on the Board of Selectmen
and voted m two progress1Ves: Marty Rosenthal and Estelle Katz. Rosenthal's campaign was managed by DSAer Julie Johnson. . . DSPAC voted to endorse DSAers
David Scondras and David Sullivan, council
members in Boston and Cambridge respectively.
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New York
Albany DSA is on the air CJver WRPI
(91.5 FM) for three broadcasts. The first,
August 25, featured interviews of Dorothy
Tristman and Bmce Miroff on DSA's goals
and strategy... Irving Howe will speak on
"Socialism in America on October 9 at
SUNY/Albany's uptown campus, sponsored by labor and student groups. It will be
followed by a DSA wine and cheese reception. .. Four DSAers were among 22 arrested August 6 for acts of nonviolent civil
disobedience at General Electric's Knolls
Atomic Power Laboratory. This was part
of the nationwide observance of the Hiroshima-Nagasaki bombings... DSA's campaign to back Democratic Alderwoman
Nancy Burton for re~lection against the ·
city machine was successful. . . Ithaca
DSAers are backing Al Davidoff for the
County Board and David Lytel for Common
Council. . . DSAers were among those involved in anti-apartheid activities at Cornell.
Nassau DSA completed a series of
Saturday seminars on economic policies
and strategies for mobilizing political action. . . 1be local participated in rallies on
Hiroshima Day and to stop U.S. intervention in Central America. . . DSAer Shubert
Frye was one of the Witness for Peace
members kidnapped by ?'licaraguan amlras
this August. .. New York City DSA is enthusiastic over the two-to-one primary victory of DSAer David Dinkins for Manhattan
Borough President. His expected election
in November will mark the first time since
1977 that a black will be on the Board of

Estimate. Dinkins ~mered 91 pcrrent or
the black vote, 88 perct•nt of tht• Hispanic.
a majority of tht• Jewish vote and 50 percent
of other white votes. He poUed 94,651 to
Jerry Nacller's 51,518... DSAer Ruth :-.1essinger was renominated for City Countil
with 20,310 aRainst pro-Ed Koch Pat Wagner's 6,849... Steve Dibrienza, backed b)
DSA, was nominated for City Council in
Brooklyn in a clo5!! ran·.

Ohw
Northeast Ohio DSA sponsored an In·
dustnal Heartland leadership school.
Cleveland DSA heard
Seth Rosen and George Smilnak on tht•
Ohio Bell strike. George is treasurer of
CWA Local 4309... Kent State DSA has
earned out numerous activities recently.
They include a "Right-to-Know" legislatiw
campaign in Kent plus action on tox1r
chemicals; economic educahon dealing
with the Brandt Commission on Global
Cooperation and the Kent State Worker
Buyout Project.

Oregon
Corvallis DSA and a coalition, Corvallis Organized for South African Freedom,
lobbied the state legislaturP m Salem for
divestment of state funds.

Pennsylvania
Central Pa. DSA met in August, with
Jack Spooner showing slides and describing
his recent trip to Mexico and Nicaragua ...
The annual Meeting September 15 expecb
to hear the Ambassador of Nicaragua or his
representative... Ed Nakawatesc of Phila ·
delphia DSA was part of a North American
delegation that visited Indian communities
and organizations in Honduras, Costa Rica
and Nicaragua to study the condition of the
Misk1tos of Nicaragua. His report was criti·
cal of the Nicaraguan government and
raised the question of how the Indians can
sustain their culture and traditional land
bases within a revolutionary framework.
However, he was hopeful that, if the San·
dinistas and the Indians can continue the
process now under way, it may be one of
the most revolutionary achievements of
the Sandinistas.. On June 22. the local
hosted a leadership trainin~ school for tht:'
mid-Atlantic reRion.
Several
Philadelphia public interest researchers,
including four DSA members, have begun a •
study of the power structure in the Dela
ware Valley, tentatively titled. "Who Rules
Philadelphia?"...

RESOURCES
Tltc l'mgressm• has a marvelous col·
unm, "r-;o Comment," whlth includes n~ws
1tt>m:. that ate alrnost too weird to believe.
Now 11's out a' a hook. No Comment, is·
sul·d hv Vintage Press. Amon~ the items:
Mart in l.ovclact>, an official of the National
Ritlt• Assoc1atmn, said a gun is "a recreational tool. hJ..l' a i.?nlf duh or n tt·nnis racket.
You can kill _omconc with a golf club. you
know," Or takl' this rl'rnark by S. I. Hayak;rwa, fomwr Rt•puhlit'Cln Senator from Cal·
ifom1a, about the Panama Canal: "We
should ket'p it. Aflt•r ;tll, we stok• it fair and
squan·.
The Center for Economic Re\.italizatu>n. Inc , 28 Main Street, Montpelier, Vt.

05602. has issued Catalyst "Guide to Inv,cstin~ in Social Change." available at $5 .

STAFF NOTES
Congratulations to West Coast Administrative Assistant Claire Reinelt,
whose daughter Julia was born in July.
Claire is on maternity leave now and will
return to work soon.
We were sorry to say good-by in September to Esmeralda Castillo, who has
been invaluable in keeping our membership
rolls straight 'and coordinating the transition to our own computer. She worked night
and day, often seven days a week on this
all·too-frustrating task, and still kept a sense
of humor. She and her family have moved
to New Hampshire, where she will be working as business manager for a small company.

DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISM AROUND THE WORLD
hy Lam· Wittner Crt•printed from the Albany Anvil)

DSA is aftiliatt•d with tlw Sociahst International - lhl' world federation of Social
Demoi:ratic, Socialist and Labor parties.
Althou~h l'll.'ction defeats suffered by the
German Sonal Democrats and the British
I.aborites in 198:i have led conservative
political l'omnwntators to talk of a socialist
political dcclnw. tht. claim is quite inaccuratl'. Not only have ~hesc two parties made
impressive> gams subsequentlv, but others
have recently swept to power by substantial margins. Indeed, by the spring ofl 985.
a record total of 25 Socialist International
parties were exen:isin~ governmental
power. either alont' or in coalition.
' (Oda)', sr pat tit•s ext'rcisc exclusive
governing power or lead governing coalit 1ons in: Amoa, Australia, Austria, Barhados, Costa Hic<t, Dommicitn Republic,
Fmland, Frann'. Gr('cnland, Israel. Italy,
Malta, Nl'W Ze:dand, Pl·ru. Portugal, Senegal, Spam. Sweden and Venezuela. In addition, SI parties participate in governing
coalitions in Ireland, Lebanon. Luxembourg, Mauritius, San Marino and Switzerland. Of course, many democratic socialist
partit•s that arc not in pown today have
provided their natmns' governments m the
past or will prO\ide them in the future.
·n1c~e mduclt• po\\.crful partll'S in places
hke l>enmark, Japan. Iklgium, the Nt-therlands. Iceland .md Norway. And democratic socialists ai t• also gon•mini.t Manitoba
and the Yukon in Canada as w<'ll as sharing
P•1\\'Cr 111 Ontano. CI>SA ·s sister party in
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Canada is the small, but growing, New
Democratic party )
The rise of democratic socialism is
exemplified by recent developments in
Greece which, only a few years ago,
seemed a land in which socialists could never triumph and where conservative forces
would have a pennanent monopoly on public office. Indeed, unlike most other democratic nations of Europe, Greece did not
even have a noticeable Socialist party! But,
in the mid-1970's. Andreas Papandreou put
together the Panhellenic Socialist Movement which, in 1981, won a stunning election victory. Many political observers were
convinced that it was a fluke and that the
Socialists simply couldn't last. However, in
June 1985, much to the distress of the Reagan administration, Papandreou's Socialists won another smashing victory at the
poUs. drawing 46 percent of the vote and
acquiring a solid parliamentary majority.
(The Communists garnered about 12 percent of the vote and the conservatives 41
percent.) Consequently, Greece today has
a government committed to decentralized,
democratic economic planning, full employment programs, the creation llf a national
health service. the development of agricultural cooperatives, and nuclear disarmament
So the next time someone teUs you
that "democratic socialism can't work,"
just respond: "Sure it can! And it has-in
most democratic nations! Isn't it about time
we tried it here?"

KEEP ON LAUGHING
'What is the difference between the stockmarket and a toilet?"
In the stockmarket, the paper [prices ofthe stock] falls first
and the crash comes later.
-Johann Most, once known as
the "Rabelais of the Proletariat"

H~ikl:

Seen any honest news in an American newspaper?
Jeikl: Sure, the date and the price.
Excerpts ofimmigrant humor from Labor's Joke Book.

by Paul Buhle

L

abor and radicaljokesters have
Jong been the unsung heroes
of the progressive movement.
How many In These Tinres
readers flip open the paper first
to Sylvia's (Nicole Hollander's) page? How
many DSA conference attendees remember
afterwards the jokes better than the windy
presentations? More to the point: how much
of our intelligent conversation do we conduct
by way of humor, because wit almost unaided
says it all about the state of the world and the
Sisyphean character of our tasks ahead? If
you can answer those questions, then ask
yourself why our favorite jokesters generally
get a lot of love but (like Ro<hley Dangerfield) no
respect, at least not as "serious intellectuals"?
We didn't create the problem. Socialists
at the tum of the century had a wealth of
great cartoonists, stand-up joke lecturers,
funny labor agitators and poke-in-the-ribs
newspaper columnists. Without figures such
as Oscar Ameringer ("The Mark Twain of
American Socialism") and cartoonist Art
Young, the movement never would have
grown so lustily strong. The First World War
and the Russian Revolution, though, didn't
do too much for the socialist sense of humor.
The left suffered from a protracted case of
self-righteousness. But the Communists
didn't invent the sour puss by any means, and
some pretty funny people (including S.). Perelman, Stephen Leacock, Dorothy Parker
and even the Marx Brothers) found their way
to the Popular Front environment. Late in
the Old Left day, with the Cold War pressing
at the gates, Professor Irwin Corey and Paul
Winchell put on a good progressive show.
Even then a noncommunist, nonsocialist, almost nonpolitical but very radical

-Morris Winchevsky

younger generation was in the wings. They
included artists and editors at Mad comics
involved in attempts to organize cartoonists
and bitterly critical of the engulfing popular
culture; Paul Krassner, soon to publish his
Realist; a very young Dick Gregory; and a
host of others who would make their marks
on the sixties. They were to do lots of good
work. But they never quite reconnected with
socialism and labor. A handful of "underground" comic artists, some feminist standup comics and a celebrity or two (one of the
Smothers Brothers) became openly political.
In too many cases, their audience vanished
with the downfall of sixties radicalism. By the
Radical Humor Festival of 1982, the big
names seemed to have been taken from a
1969 speakers' list.
Something good happened amid all the
bad things of the seventies. The surviving
activists dug into their local communities and
neighborhoods, and learned to live with the
contradictions. A process of reconciliation

with the progressive edge of the labor movement took place, step-by-step. I went to a
labor "roast" some months ago in Providence, Rhode Island, honoring this development: DSAers joined with labor leaders and
victims of industrial accidents to toast an
ex-Maoist who burned out after the Sadlowski campaign and came to create an organization for injured workers. The premier roaster, business agent of a social service local,
donned Dylan garb and manner to intune the
woes of the ex-revolutionary ("You used to
be so amused, with the tactics the AFL used
. .. ") turned reformer. We all had a good
laugh on ourselves, but not in despair. We
had more in common with the ordinary union
activist than we used to think. And they had
more in common with us than they had
imagihed, too. Humor expressed that commonality.
Meanwhile, there are a lot of other developments: the New York Labor Theatre,
the young labor cartoonists Gary Huck and
Mike Konopacki, the Mill Hunk Herald, to
name only a few. Look around. You'll see
more, and if you encourage them with shows
and performances at DSA and other progressive events, even more. Too bad elderly militant Moe Howard (of the Three Stooges)
didn't survive to join DSA and to ask the
turncoat Hollywoodite "how many" fingers.
But not too late for us to laugh, and to look
e
around.

Paul Buhk ediUd Labor's Joke Book and
curates the traveling Radical Humor Show.
Labor's Joke Book is availabk from WO
Press, P. 0. Box24115, SL Lcuis, MO 63130.

JACK AND JILL
JACK AN 0 J I'LL
plowed up the hill

.

With blisters on their feet

To r~use ~ crop for an
idle fop
Who~i,·ed on

Easy Street.

-Ryan Walker, National Rip-Saw, 1912
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Labor Day Greetings

DAVID BRODY

TheC\0

MICHAEL HARRINGTON
& MARK LEVINSON

Atter 50 vears

Are We two
Nations? The
PerUsota
oual Economy

EUJOTT CURRIE

crime: What the
conservati\feS

0on'tSee
ROBERT HEILBAONER

The State and
capitalism

1RVINGHONE

Thinking About
socialism

L-----

w1UJAM ADAMS

WoodY Al\en:
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Reality
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A Special Section: The CIO After 50 Years
DISSENT is published by the Foundationforthe Study of Independent Social Ideas (FSISI).
Subscription: $15 for one year; $27 for two years; special student subscription: $10 for one year.
Single copy: $4
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BEST WISHES TO

Greetings to DEMOCRATIC LEFT from

DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISTS
OF AMERICA
FROM

LARRY DUGAN, JR .
General President

FRANK HANLEY
General Secretary-Treasurer

PHILADELPHIA D.S.A
Contact us in the Philly area if you want to join our
growing work groups on: Feminist Issues, Peace,
Urban Policy, and Socialist Education.
Dennis Brunn
Chairperson

INTERNATIONAL UNION
OF OPERATING ENGINEERS

Gail Radford
Organizer

Philadelphia OSA. Greene & Westview (3rd A.),
Philadelphia. Pa. 19119(843-2313)

A.C.T.W.U . SALUTES DEMOCRATIC LEFT
A Voice of Reason and Progress

DAVID L. ROTH

MAY IT ALWAYS BE HEARD

Attorney at Law

AMALGAMATED CLOTHING
AND TEXTILE WORKERS UNION,
AFL/CIO, CLC

LAW OFFICES OF DAVID L. ROTH
1440 Broadway, Suite 800
Oakland, California 94612
(415)835-8181

Murray H . Finley

President

Jack Sheinkman
Secretaf!•-Treasurer

The National Officers
ofthe
COALITION OF LABOR UNION WOMEN

We dedicate ourselves to the cause
ofpeace, justice, and humanity.

salute and congratulate

RONALD V. DELLUMS
Member of Congress

DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISTS OF AMERICA
Joyce D. Miller
National Presidl'f1t

Greetings from No. Virginia DSA

Help elect State Sen. Douglas Wilder
Lt. Governor
1st Black Candidate for Statewide Office
Since Reconstruction
Make checks payable to
"Wilder for Lt. Governor"
Send to :
NOVA DSA-PAC, PO Box 286, Arlington, Va. 22210

DEMOCRATIC LEFT

For a Democratic Left slant on the Jewish question. Jewish
affair'>. Jewish life. Jewish culture and Israel, subscribe to
JEWISH CURRENTS
(Morris U. Schappes. editor)
22 E. 17th St.. Suite601. Dept. OS.New York, N.Y. 10003
(212) 924-5740
Monthly, $12 per year in USA
For sample copy. send 50¢ to cover postage.

''There will come a time when ou; silence will
be more powerful than the voices you strangle
today."
JIM PAPROCKI

1886
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1986

LABOR DAY GREETINGS
from
. NEW YORK DSA

SOCIALISM-HUMANITY'S
BEST HOPE!

Executive Committee
Stanley Aronowitz, Chair
Jo-Ann Mort, Vice-chair
Steve Oliver, Treasurer
Frank Llewellyn, Or~tmizational Secretary
Jim Chapin, Corresponding Secretary
Loren Shumway, Publications Director

NASSAU LOCAL(Ll)DSA

Swff
Paul Baer. OrRani;.er
CHARLIE RUSSFLL a nd VICKIE RASHBAUM SI I. VF.R

Co-chair\
LOTIIE FRIEDMAN

Treasurer

he Coalition
for a New
Fore~gn and
Military Policy
is working
to turn
America's
priorities around.
We organize and
lobby against
the arms race and bloated
military budget; for human rights
and peaceful solutions
at home
and abroad.

T
IN UNION
THERE IS STRENGTHCalifornia Federation of Teachers,
AFT. AFL-CIO

COALITION

Raoul Teilhet,
President

For a New Foreign and Military Polley

Please
Join Us.
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712 G Street. s E., Washington. O C. 20003
D ret me llOW 1can get tnvol\led He<e's $7
my lnkxmallon pac:kel

'°'

AFSCME
ILLINOIS

WCALJ-FLM
UNITED FOOD &
COMMERCIAL WORKERS
INTERNATIONAL UNION
(AFL-CIO)

•

275 Seventh A venue

THE UNION FOR
PUBLIC
EMPLOYEES

New York , NY 10001
(212) 242-5450

Only through working men and women can
peace, justice and equality prevail in this
country. Labor must once again assume its
role of social consci.ence and, with all its
might, reverse the injustices and transgresSWns ofthe last four years.

AFSCME ILLINOIS OFFICES:
1534 S. 2nd
I

Springfield, IL 62706
217-788-2800

WISCONSIN STATE
EMPLOYEES UNION
AFSCME COUNCIL 24
AFL-CIO

201 N. Wells
Chicago, IL 60606
312-845-3020

''Our aims-achieving decent wages and conditions,
democracy in the workplace, a full voice for working people
in the society, and the more equitable sharing of wealth
in the nation-remain unchanged."
Report of the AFL-CIO Committee
on the Evolution of Work.
February 1985

District Council 37, AFSCME, AFL-CIO
125 Barclay Street, New York, NY 10007
Victor Gotbaum
Executive Director

Frank Morelli
President

Elaine Espeut
Secretary

Arthur Tibaldi
Treasurer

.

Stanley Hill
Associate Director
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THE SOC/AUST ZIONIST JOURNAL
A co11ti1111i11~ <'.rnmi11atio11 of the "iwti• a11d people<~{ Israel .
tht' 11·11r/d J e11·ish community. and .w cia/i.H affairs .

To the Future
of an Almost Forgotten Dream:

Recent a rticles and editorials include: " Abolish Apartheid!" .
" Peace as a Jewi-,h Value." "Economic Distre.H in the American .fe ll'ish Community. " .. lsmers Kahane Problem-and
Ours." "Update on the Kibbutz ." "Following Falwell ... "Will
the lm1l'li l.t'.fi Unite?" . and others

SOCIALISM IN OUR TIME

DSA YOUTH SECTION

Annual Subscription (5 issues)- $10.00 US.
Sample copies available upon request.
Israel Horizons
150 Fifth Avenue - Sui1e 911
New York. New York 10011
f,nu:I Ho rizon\ " a publication of American\ for Progressive Israel.

Can'a Cunnin!?ham . Chuir
Tom Canel. Vii 1•- Clr111r
Ben Me..kin. S1·1 rt•tan--Tr1' t1\/1rt' r
Paul Baer. Corrt'\f111111/i11.s: .\ nrt'tunAt· lt1ri:1• Ofli<l'n

Amy Bachrach. N'' "' >hr!.
Jo\h Bom~tein. Di\fric·t o{Col11111h111
Pc!?&Y Grimes. New Ytirl. .

Sherri I evine . Olrio
Neil McLaughlin. Ohio
Paul Meyer. Mit lus:1111
Steve Hanna. Ma.\ .\l/Cllll\l!lt\
Paul Schimek. New Yori.
Paul Kumar. Pe1111wlrnma
Fl11aheth S7anto. Mt1\\1H h11\1•1t\
1.i'>a Laufer. Kt'11fl/cJ.,·
Janet Wilder. M"""' """'"'
Bill Spencer. Youth \1•<111111 Ors:u11i~er
am/ /5(XJ otlwn

Greetings to the
"Who can protest an injustice and does not
is an accomplice in the act. "
THE TALMUD

Democratic Socialists ofAmerica
from the

Workers Defense League
"There is no progress without struggle."
FREDERICK DOUGl.ASS

Forty-nine years of service to the labor movement and
workers of every race. sex and condition

"In any free society where terrible wrongs exist,
some are guilty~/ are responsible.••
RABBI ABRAHAM JOSHUA HESCHEL

C urrent projects:
• Combating enslavement of migrant and
undocumented Workers
• La bor speakers Bureau
Rowland Watts. President
Harry Fleischman. Chairman
Catherine Lewis. Executive Director

DONALD SHAFFER ASSOCTATES,
INC.
Insurance & Financial PlanninR
Pensions-Employee Benefits-Property and Casualty
11 Grace Avenue
Great Neck . N . Y. 110'.!I

15 Union Square
New York, NY 10003
(212) 242-0700
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1212) R9~ -7CJO~

r:r; 16) 466-4642

GREETINGS
From

lntemational Chemical Workers Union, AFL-CIO
1655 W. Market St., Akron, Ohio
The Union Dedicat.ed To A Bett.er Life For All People

Wilarn J. Sparks

Frank D. Marti1o
President

Sec.-Tres.

On this Labor Day 1985, we reaffirm our solidarity with the
Democratic Socialists of America, labor's ally in the struggle
to achieve greater social and economic justice for all.

Industrial Union Department (AFL-CIO) .
Howard D. Samuel
President

DEMOCRATIC LEFT

Elmer Chatak
Secretary-Treasurer
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Greetings from

In Solidarity

·DISTRICT. 65

International Longshoremen's and
and Warehousemen's Union

United Automobile Workers

Jim Herman

Rudy Rubio

PRESIDENT

VICE-PRESIDENT

AFL/CIO
David Livingston, President
Frank Brown, Organization Director
Cleveland Robinson, Secretary-Treasurer

Curt McClain
SECRETARY-TREASURER
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n

rganized labor's task in the
· last 15 years of the 20th century
is to restate the role of workers in
our civilization. This must be done in
a way that reflects the determination
of workers to do more than survive,
to be more than producers. We
must make it clear that workers will
participate in the shaping of their
economic environment, and will be
recognized for their contributions.
This is no more than human beings
are entitled to. But it is also no less.
International Union of

Bricklayers &Allied Craftsmen

m.1
John T. Joyce, President
Edward M. Bellucci, Secretory-Treasurer
L. Gerald Carlisle, Executive Vice President
James F. Richardson, Executive Vice President
Louis Weir, Executive Vice President
DEMOCRATIC LEFT
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WE ST AND TOGETHER WITH THE DSA
FOR PEACE, FREEDOM AND SOCIAL JUSTICE

THE

NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL JOINT BOARD
OF THE

AMALGAMATED CLOTHING AND TEXTILE
WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO-CLC

THE
DEMOCRATI
LErr

MAY IT CONTINUE 10
FIGHT FOR WHATS
1RULY RIGHT

ED CLARK, MANAGER
AND INTERNATIONAL
VICE PRESIDENT

In Solidarity

LOCAL259 U.A.W.

SERVICE EMPLOYEES
INTERNATIONAL
U NION
AFL-CIO. CLC

Sam Meyers, President
John 1. Sweene ' '
lnttmo11onal Prisulent

Richard \\ . Cordi?.
/n1ernor1onal Scr f'1'tOl)'·1°f'l'O!Uf'l'r
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Congratulations to the

Democratic Socialists of America
Best Wishes
for
Continued Growth

~I' ESETIMES

1300 W. Belmont Ave.
Chicago, IL 60657
To Subscribe
Call Toll-Free
800-247-2160
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EAST BAY DSA

NABET LOCAL 15

Welcomes All
DSA Delegates
· to the
1985 Convention
in Berkeley

Salutes Democratic Left

Film and Video Tape Technicians

New York •
Miami

Washington • Atlanta
• San Francisco

1 n6 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10019

City University Branch
NEWYORKDSA

Village Independent
Democrats
Together let us continW! the struggle
/or the rights of all workers.
RICHARD F. BRAUN. Pmidnll • CATHERINE M. ABATE. DL~lrul
• 224 Wt"sl Fourth
Street. New York City 10011 • (212) CH:l-6555

uader • ANTHONYS. HOFFMAN. DistrictlnuiRr
Bogdan Denitch, Chair of Branch & S.S.C.

Announces the fourth annual

In memory of

•

SELMA LENIHAN

Socialist Scholars Conference:
RESISTANCE, REBELLION and REVOLT
April 11, 12, 13 1986

Greetings

•

United Furniture Workers of America,
AFL-CIO/CLC

Lynn Chancer, Branch qt-ganizer
Patrick Hughes, Space Coordinator, S.S.C.
Vern Mogensen, Tables Coordinator, S.S. C.
R. L. Norman, Jr. , Organizer, S.S.C.
William Tabb, Outside Panels Coordinator, S.S.C.

1910 Air Lane Drive, Nashville, Tennessee

I

CARL SCARBROUGH. ln"1natumal Presulml
LOWELL DAILY, /nurnalimlalStrretary Trrasurrr

COMMUNICATIONS TRADE DMSION
American Communications Association

Write: Socialist Scholars Conference, c/o Bogdan Denitch,
Sociology Department, CUNY Graduate Center,
33 W. 42 St., NYC 10036
Phone:212-790-4320

·

International Brotherhood of Teamsters
111 Broadway, Nt•w York, N.Y. 10006 • 267-1374

.....

DANIEL]. KANE. PrtsUknt MATT AYON, Secretary·Trrasurl'r
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For Our Future"
San . Jose. City

College

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
DISTRICT COUNCIL

.Mm Potterton

2100 Moorpot1c Avenue
San Jose. California 95128

Ptogrom Director

natural foods & produce

1.L.G.W.U.

Socialists in Ithaca, N. Y.
call 273-6523 or 273-3009

ITHACA DSA
albany

462-1020
GREETINGS!

labor Day Greetings
From Members of the
Detroit, Michigan

Yes, there is a Westchester DSA.
Box323
Harrison, New York 10528

JAMES E. CORWIN, M .D.

GREETINGS FROM CENTRAL KENTUCKY DSA•••

UAW RESEARCH DEPARTMENT

CHATHAM FAMJLY PRACTICE ASSOCIATES

396 MAIN STREET
CHATHAM. N .J. 07928

(201) 63S·2432
SUMMIT OFFICE 273-4700

Today the workers have more to lose
than their chains; but they still have a
world to win.
-Timothy Sears

Planting socialist seeds In the Bluegrass
To gather a democratic harvest of
Peace, justice, and equality for all!

The Law Offices of

LITT & STORMER
3550 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 9001 o
213-386-4303

Gallon, Kalniz, & Iorio

THE WORKMEN'S CIRCLE

Attorneys at Law

45 East 33rd Street
New York, N.Y. 10016

"Representing organized labor
and the working class''
P.O. Box 7417, 3161 North Republic Blvd.,
Toledo, Ohio43615 e 419-535-1976

Greetings
ATTORNEY AT LAW

11634 Emerson Street
Denver, Colorado 80218
(303) 839-1771

from those cheerful fan atics
helping to bring you
Democratic Socialism
(in our time)

Practice Emphasizing Labor and Employmmt Law

ALBANY DSA

e

•

PETER BENNER. Attorney at Law

Labor Day Greetings from

Lavaun Abbott, Denver DSA
Venceremos!

LaborLa.,E~La..

Social Adoocacy, Gntmll Practiu
(518) 436-4891

92 Chestnut Street, Albany, NY 12210
DEMOCRATIC LEFT
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Lets celebrate this Labor Day
by beginning to rebuild America
Organiled labor and its traditional allies in the progressive
movement have made great strides since the first Labor Day
parade in New York City more than a century ago.
But that progress has been halted and government by the
people has been bartered away for government by the top Fortune

500.

General
Vice Presidents
Tom Duey
Chicago, IL
Roe Spencer
Dallas, TX
John Peterpaul
Washington, DC
Justin Ostro
Long Beach, CA

So it falls to labor and progressives again to peacefully recapture government from the special interests and rekindle that spirit
which burned on the first Labor Day. The challenge is great, the
time is now. Together we can rebuild America with our brains, our
muscles and our compassion.

George Poulin
Washington, DC
Merle E. Pryor, Jr.
Cleveland, OH
George Kourpias
Washington, DC

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MACHINISTS
AND AEROSPACE WORKERS
William W. Winpisinger
International President

Eugene D. Glover
General Secretary-Treasurer

..
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Val Bourgeois
Ottawa, Ont.
Jim Malott
Portland, OR

Greetings
from

Baltimore DSA

Build the Democratic Left!
CUT("' Ai"JO Tl5A
1608 N. Milwaukee #5 JO
Chicago, IL 60647

VDLLEYBALLERS

OF

AMERICA

' P Mvery:
Congrats on the DSA Youth Section's 10th
Anniversary.
? Deepen DSA's already impressive anti-apartheid

work in this time of need for the people of South Africa.
" Through our electoral work let's "Take back the state
in '88" (and start in '86).

I

Joseph M. Schwartz
DSA National Executive Committee

Get your socialist volleyball T-shirts from Pittsburgh
Local. Small, medium, large, extra large.
Send $8 check or money order to:
Pittsburgh DSA
Box 5122
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15206
Please aJlow 6 weeks for delivery .

STRENGTH THROUGH UNITY

I

BU

0

Bills passed in Washington show little basic difference
between Democrats and Republicans. Give-and-take
congressional negotiations result in more movement to
the right. Citizens in Vermont by electing Mayor Sanders know the difference.
Hoping for Democratic Socialists or Labor Party in
near future.
.\,, .1rti11 Greenberg ,
Retired lnternatio11al Represemative,
Region 9A. UAW

R

G

A
N
I

GREETINGS FROM
INGTO VJ<'RMONT'

z
E

THE UNORGANIZED!!

International Union of
Electronic, Electrical, Technical,
Salaried and Machine Workers,
AFL-CIO

Local 840, IBT
William 0. Robinson
President

William Nuchow

WILLIAM H. BYWATER
President

Secretary/Treasurer

EDWARD FIRE
Secretary-Treasurer
DEMOCRATIC LEFT
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